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OME with us gentle reader and view
once more the good old college and
the days gone by. We will try to enter•

tain you in the same old way and if,

perchance, we succeed, we have accomplished that
for which we have diligently striven.
CJ! Perhaps some things may be personally offensive

to you,

and perhaps other things

may be d ry

and uninteresting, but we pray you pass lightly over
such parts and let not your criticism be severe for

we assure you that we covet and cherish t he good
will of all.
CJ! W e present this volume then with the k indest

regards.

Accept it, we pray you, for what it is

worth; we have done the best we could.
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DEPART11Ei'.\T OF PHYSICS AXD ELECTRCC.\L E~GI):EERIXG.
Science in all its branche~ has nc,·er received more attention than to-day. Success of
industrial enterprises depends largely upon the intelligent application of facts and principles brough t to light in the laboratories of technical schools.
The department of physics was formerly included in the department of chemistry.
They were se1>arated in the fall of 1893 when the work in physics was taken charge of by
the present head of the department. The first laboratory cour se in physics was offered in
the fall of 1893. From the two rooms that it occupied at that time it has exf1anded unti l
it now occupies all o f the first floor ( excepting one class room) of the main part of the
E nginee ring and Physics Building with its large, well-equipped. well-lighted laboratories,
an office and a cla~s room. A kcturc room, an apparatus room and an office are on the
second floor while the electrical engineering laboratory is provided for in one of the wings
o f the same building.
The department wa~ enlarged several years ago to include the work in electrical engineering in which a full course is now offered.
Water, gas and electricity are provided for the lecture rooms, dark room and labo@tories. The large lecture room is being seated with tablet opera chairs. Several volumes
of reference books upon the ,·arious lines of physics and electrical engineering are kept
in the library. The advanced laboratories arc provided wi t h non-vibratory piers. The
equipment o f the department for the work in physics inc-ludes such expensive pieces of apparatus as analytical balances, cathctometer, spectrometer, microscopes, photometers, sirens,
standard cells, small dynamos and motors, astatic, differential, tangent. D' Arson val and ballistic galvanometers. storage cells, magnetometer, ammeters, voltmeters. induction coils,
Wheatstone bridges. X-ray and wireless telegraphy apparatus.
In the Electrical Engin eering laboratory may h(' found standard types of the various
direct and alternating current dynamos and motors. recording and indicating wattmcters,
transformers. photometer and electrical measuring instruments.
In fact the laboratories o( this department have a good equipment and arc having it
added to each year ~o that the opportunitie~ offered for investigation in its different lines of
work are equal to those of the best institution ~ of the Northwest.
The work offered in physics includes th ree full cour ses of ekmentary work requiring a
full year for completion. In connection with this is a carefully selected list of experiments
chosen and arranged to fit in with the text-book work in the class room. The i.ame plan is
followed in connection with the advanced conr~es along this line of work. A year's work is
offered in General Physics, which consists of cour ses along the ~ame general lines as the
element,\ry work, differing from it in that it is a much more thorough and comprehensi,·e
treatment of the different subjects. The advau ced work offered is intended for those wishing to make a specialty of science subjects. The course in Electricity and Magnetism offered
in connection with this ad,·anced work is th e preliminary work required of students in the
E lectrical Engineering course.
That the courses arc well arranged and admirahly adapted for the purpose for which
they \\'t•rc dc~igncd is evidenced by the ~ingular succc,s of S. D. A. C. graduate~ who h:we
been called to t.hc position of science teachers in this and various other ~tales.
Graduates of the College are admittecl withoul exa111i11ation to the graclnate courses
of the best uni,·er~ities of the country.
The establishment of a course in Eleclrical Engineering is com1>arati,·ely recent, yet
it ha~ been popular for the number of young men enrolling for this work i1,, increasing
rapidly each year. The work in this course is largely under the control o f Proft>ssor Hoy.
The work is arranged and 1>rcsented according to methods followed in mauy of the
most "llccessful engineering schools of the country. \Vhile the dc1,artment is comparatively
new, those who ha,·e completed the course ha,·e been giving a good account of themseh·es
in their chosen line of work. The members of the last graduating classes ha\'c had no
trouble in securing positions with the largest electrical manufacturing establishments in
the United States. while this year there ha., been a greater demand for graduates along
this line of work than the institution has been able to supply.
It would 11ot be possible in a brief statement of this kind t o enter into a discussion of
the ,·ast pos,ibilities along this line o f work nor can a technical dc~cription of the apparatus
be attempted. Suflicc it to say that wi th the apparatus we ha,·e and a eomparntively small
body of student ~ more indh•idual attention can he gh•<."n and the best resu lts ar<.' obtained.
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DEPART~IE~T OF CHE~HSTRY.
This depa r tment is equipped with the latest
and 11105t improved appliances for instruction.
When the student commences the subject he is
assigned a desk pro\·idcd with all the apparatus and fixtures needed. The first course offered is in Descriptive Inorganic Chemist ry.
This course makes the student familia r with
the common clements, their compounds and
tests up to the metals. Chemical theory is also
included. The next course is Q ualitative Inorganic Chemistry. This makes the student fa miliar with the metals and the principles of
qualitati\'e analysis.
Upon completing this
cohrsc he next advances to the clemen ts of
Organic Chemistry, which treat of the common organic compounds met with in daily life
as well as the classification and theories underlying this b ranch. The object of these three
J AMES H . SHEPA RD, B. S.
courses is to give the student a good knowlProfest0r of C hcmisuy
edge of general chemist ry. He is taught its
uses and applications, and now finds himself
ready to commence h igher work. Next in order he enters upon a course in Quantita.tivc
Chemistry. Herc he learns exact quantitath·e methods, how to separate the different bases
and to determine the percentage and composition o[ compounds. He uses both gra\'imetric
and volumetric methods. The next course is one in Volumetric Analysis. This teaches the
application of the wet method of analysis for all the different organic acids and compounds
and also their application and the determination of those inorganic substances which are
more readily handled in that way. \Vhcn a student has reached this point he is able to take
up with benefi t the Chemistry and Physiology of Foods. This course includes the principles of nutrition, the methods of compounding balanced ra tions and a study of human d ietaries. At this point the student derives much
benefit from the detection of adulterants, coloring matter and preservatives as they a rc
found in the prepared foods of our markets.
A fter pursuing his course thus far, a few students who desire to specialize now take up
Agricultural and Sanitary Analysis, where
they learn the analysis of all kinds of food s,
feeding stnffs, soils and waters.
A g ricultural students arc also gi\'en a course
in Agricultural Chemistry, which goes minutely into the application of chemistry to
everyday farm life. Finally students so electing may take a course in Jndustrial Chemistry
wh ich has for its object a study of the manufacturing processes in which chemistry enters
so largely at the prc~ent time, It will be seen
from the foregoing description that a student
who has taken al l the chemistry work in the
South Dakota Agricultural College find s himself well equipped indeed.
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FR AN K A. NORTON, M. S. , Ph. G.
Auistant in C hemistry

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
The Department of Mechanical Engineeri ng is located in the new Engineering and
Physics Hall. The instruction in this department is both practical and theoretical. The
usual methods of text-book study and lectures are employed, but the student is required to
put into practice the instruction which he receives. H ence the work o f the class room if
supplemented and practically exemplified by practice in the shops and laboratories.
In the drafting room the student is first taught the elementary principles o f drafting.
Then the design of individual pieces of diff crent machines is taken up and finally a complete machine is designed. This involves the calculation of all the strains and stresses that
are set up in the different parts of the machine. And also to make due allowance for strength
and rigidity of each individual piece as it performs its function in relation to the whole
mechanism. Among the many machines designed may be mentioned particularly gas engines, steam engines and straw boilers. In the s hops the student is required to make some
of the simpler machines that he has designed in the drafting room.
Sernral courses are also offered in Architectural work fitting the student to make
complete plans, drawings and estimates for ordinary buildings and residence.
The machine shop is furnished with a large number of engine lathes for iron turning.
These lathes are of various types and sizes. They are the products of the leading manufacturing firms of the country and make the student familiar with the best m;:ikes of machines
now on the market. We here also find a large iron planer, a sixteen-inch crank shaper, a
No. I 1-.2 Univer~al Milling Machine, drill presses. drill grinders. etc., and a large numher
of smaller tools that go to make up a first-class machine shop. In fact it is doubtful if any
cull1-ge in the Northwest has a better assortment of representative machines than this college.
In order to familiarize the student with thl· differrnt machines and the principles o f
their operation he is given exercises in straight and taper turning, boring, thread cutting.
planing, shaping, milling and gear cutting. And as his skill increases he is required to make
various kinds of tools and cutters and finally to make complete machines from designs prc,·ious ly made in the drafting room.
In o rder to make the· student as thoroughly familiar with modern machine shop
methods as possible, he is required to acquire the habit of interpreting blue prints and
drawing~. As far a s practica1 the student is allowed to use his own methods in the production o f an article and encouraged in thinking for himself and exercising his own o riginality. and ingenuity. The forge r oom is furni shed with twenty-eight forges and twenty-eight
anvils, trip hammers, emery grinders, etc. The blast is furnished by a power blower and the
gases arc exhausted by a 70-inch steel-plate exhaust fan.
The student is here given practice in drawing, bending, upsetting and welding iron and
steel. Among the many articles that the student is required to make may be mentioner(
three pairs of blacksmith tongs, punches, chisels, various styles and sizes of wrenches and
hammers, as well as a large number of other articles of practical importance. All these different articles are given a thorough test by the instructo r as to temper and workmanship
before they are accepted.
.
The woodworking room is equipped with twenty-five sets of carpenter tools for bench
work, and a large number of woodturning lathes, pattern lathes, jig saw, combination circular
saw, large surface planer, etc. This makes in all a very complete woodworking equipment
for bench work, woodturning and patternmaking. Here the student becomes familiar with
the use o f the different kinds of tools used in carpentry work as well as making all the joints
common in building construction.
On the wood lathe a person trains his eye as well as his hand. H ere there is a possibility of developing something ornamental as well as useful. The resthetic and the practical
are combined. Here the student is required to make a number of cups of various sizes and
shapes, spheres, mallets, picture frames and a large number of other articles too numerous to
mention here.
In the experimental laboratory we find a 100,000 pound vertical testing machine for the
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purpose of testing different materials used for construction purposes, such as timber, brick,
stone, concrete blocks, cast iron, wronght iron and structural steel.
vVe also find a 2,000 pou11d cement testing machine, for the purpose of testing ce·
ments and concretes. Here experimental in vestigation is being carried on in order to determine the relative strength and durability of the different kinds of cement, time of setting,
fineness of grinding, thoroughness of burning, etc.
Samples of cement for testing purposes are received from various manufacturing
companies throughout the country. This tends to bring the student in closer contact with
ac tual conditions and enables him to ascertain for himself the merits and defects of the
different kinds and brands of cement. In the testing of structural iron and steel the
student gets an opportunity to study the laws of the behavior of these materials while they are
under stresses and strains, similar to those to which they are subjected while in actual use.
Brake tests and efficiency tests are also carried on the different gas engines, hot air
engines, steam engines and steam boilers located in th is laboratory. Thus giving the student
an opportunity to become thoroughly familiar with the actual operation, care and management of thrse various machines as well as the theoretical principles underlying their operations.
Great stress is being laid upon experimental engineering at the present time. as it is
a very important factor in the technical economic fabric of our country. And in fact the
great aim of this department is to give the young man such training and knowledge as will
enable him to become a helper in the producing of these material things upon which we are
so intimately dependent. To enable him to become a factor in the conservation and economic
application of the reso11rces and energies of our country.

H. C. SOLBERG, M. E.
Prof=r of M echanical and Steam Engineering

GEO. R . WESTCOTT, B. S.
Asst. in Mechanical Engineering and Registrar

OLE N. TROOIEN, M. S.
A u t . in M echanical and Steam Engineering
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DEPART:V1ENT OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRONO)JY.
THE EXPERIMENT STATION AND ITS WORK.
The Experiment Station is an institution created by Congress under what is known
as the Hatch Act. This bill passed both houses of Congress in 1887 and became a law just
twenty-five years after the bill passed, providing for the donating of public lands to the several states and territories to provide colleges for the benefit or agriculture and the mechanic
arts. It was the crowning effort on the part of Congress to make these institutions what
they are to-day and great credit is due to Mr. Hatch, who was the principal pro moter of
the bill.
The station is strictly an agricultural institution, its object being to solve problems
for the farmers which they cannot solve themselves : to assist in unlocking nature's secrets
and bringing them to the attention of the farmer "who works in the field with his coat
off." George 'W ashington foresaw the necessity of establishing a national board of agriculture to assist the farmers in their pursuits and, in one of his messages to Congress, emphasized the impartance of such an organization. President Roosevelt has said. "While I am.
a son of Harvard, I feel that the state land grant institutions are doing a greater work and
are closer to tJ1e hearts of the people than many of the older and better equipped co lleges."
Jn this connection it might be stated that there are more people who hear of the South Da·
kota Agricultural College through the medium o f the experiment station bulletins than
through any other source, and many there are in this state to-day who know nothing of the
Agricultural College, while as a matter of fact the former is a part of the latter. The station
receives $15,00v annually from the federal government for its support. The money is used
for strictly experimental purposes. The equipment of the station, such as land and buildings, is furnished by the state. while the laborato ry facilities are provided by the station.
It consists of six different divisions, viz.: Agronomy. Horticulture, Chemistry. Bot·
anv and E ntomology, Veterinary and Animal Husbandry. The man who has charge of each
of these divisions. is also professor of the subject in the Co llege. thereby serving in a dual
capacity, which arrangement renders the instructional feature of more value to the student
than if two separate organizations were maintained.
Considerable work in co-operation with the United States Department of Agriculture in the introduction of new fruits, grains, grasses and their improvement, has been done.
which will pro,·e of value not only to this state but to the entire Northwest.
The department details two men to assist in these investigations. One is located at
Brookings and the other at the state farm near Highmore, S. D. By growing the same
crops in these two sections of the state it affords a better field for adaptation of new varieties of grains and grasses than would be possible with the one station, because the soil
and climatic conditions of the two localities are quite different.
The following lines of investigation are now under way in the different departments:
In the Agronomy Department the work in crop rotation, which has been carried o n for
several years, is s till under consideration. It consists of planting the same field to different crops to notice the effect in yield per acre and the advantages o r disadvantages in raising such crops. This work is fully explained in Bulletin No. 79, which is free to all those
who apply.
In the Horticultural Department extensh·e series of experiments are being considered.
Plant breeding is done along two lines: First, by selection from large numbers of individuals grown under the most favorable environment; second, by crossing and hybridizing with
the best tame varieties, the object being to secure individuals combining the hardiness o f the
wild and the size and quality of fruit of the tame. About a <1uarter of a million seedlings
may be found growing o n the sixty acres set apart for this department. Many varieties
of plants have been imported from foreign countries to use for crossing with our native
sorts, the intention being to secure improved varieties for our conditions. This fruit breeding
establishment is second in size only to that of Burbank. of California.
In the Chemistry Department the work is largely invcst!gating the different wheats
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ALBE RT H . WH EATO N
Instructor in Dairy Science

JA MES W . WI LSON , M. S. A
Prof,ssor d Agriculture and Animal H usbandry

H A RRY G. SKINNER, R. S. A.
A ssistant in Agric ulture a nd A nimal H usbandry

JOHN S. COL E, B. S.
Assistant A griculturaliit in charge of Agronomy
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as to their milling quality. Numerous samples of wheat raised in different parts of the state
have been analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. Experiments ha\'e been made from the
baker's standpoint, going so far as to determine the color of the bread and the nature of the
flours as to the sponge test.
• In the Botanical and Entomological Department considerable work has been <lone with
forage plants, plant diseases and injurious insects. This department has in charge the forage testing station at Highmore.
The Veterinary Department is experimenting with the diseases of animals.
The Animal Husbandry Department has taken up the subject of origination of breeds,
the best crosses to make under our conditions, and the feeding of grains and forage plants.
The s tation publishes at least four bulletins every year. Last year there were seven
published. There are 9,500 names on the regular mailing list. This includes, however, the
exchange of all the leading agricultural journals in the United States. Our bulletins are in
demand from all parts of the United States and several foreign countries. Of the ninetyfour bulletins published to date only thirty-four remain available for distribution, which
shows that tht- investigation work of the station force is popular with the people.

..

DEPARTMENT OF ART.
"Among the means of increasing innocent pleasurab le sensations and emotions for
multitudes of men and women, none is more potent than the cultivation of the sen se of beauty.
Beauty means a thing enjoyable. It must always be something which excites in human
beings pleasurable sensations and emotion s. Beauty is infinitely various and it is omnipresent. It is accessible therefore to all men in all places and in all moods, and its infinite
value for pleasure and content only waits on the de,·clopment of the capacity in human
beings to feel and to appreciate it."
T he professional art education must be left to the technical art school; the general
training in subjects that deYelop appreciation of beauty belongs to the common schools and
colleges. There are many subjects in a college course that set before the m ind beauty,
law and order. An art department can take up those subject s that are di rectly concerned with beauty of line, light and shade, color, expression, technique, such subjects
as drawing, painting. and the various crafts.
The students of drawing in this college study and seek to reproduce simple forms
thus cultivating the habit of close observation of natu re and laying a foundation for the
knowledge of effects of line and light and shad<> mass. They have access to a good collection of casts, copies of some of the best antiques, which is of value in forming an ideal of
what is good in form.
Through t he use of color in the representation of form. and through the theory
o( color in design, an appreciation of color qualities and color harmonics is developed. The
sky, foliage, Aowers, afford endless pleasure from their color harmonies when once an
interest in color is aroused. This pleasure in beauty of color and form affect s the life of
the ind ividual and of the home. A refined color sense mean s simple and quiet clothes
and pleasant, attractive homes.
The various crafts give opportunity fo r mind and body to work together, for
acquiring skill in the use of tools and for sci f expression. \.Vood earring, ba~ketry, pyrography, leather-tooling, each presents its own difficulties in technique and acquaints the
student with the necessity for the adaption of design to material, and also with the charm
of different materials. The const ruct ion and ornamentation of some useful and beautiful
object develops judgment, taste, and practical common sense. The mind must learn to
think clearly and the hand gain the skill to carry out an idea.
The study of masterpieces of architecture, sculpture, and painting, like the study of
masterpieces in music and literature, must refine the taste and afford true pleasure. To
become familiar with the works of great minds in all lines is the privilege of students. A
brief course in the study of art history is required of all students in the art department
and a fuller elective course is offered.
The Art Club is a voluntary student organization connected with the art department. Its aim is two fold-to promote the study of subjects related to art and to afford
social enjoyment. The club membership is limited because it is the belief of the members
that a small club can study and work together more easily than can a large organiiation .
The line of study va r ies from year to year and is not confined st rictly to the study of
architecture, sculpture and painting, but includes also such subjects of general interest as
pottery. rugs, and other minor arts.
"Appreciation of beauty is second only to appreciation of ,•irtue, and the school must
promote both ...
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DEPARTME rT OF BOTANY AND E NTOMOLOGY.
As a depar tment in an Agricultural College Botany occupies an important place.
All instruction in agriculture and horticulture is founded upon this science. The teaching
o f the principles of plan t li fe and growth there fore occupies a fundamental position with
reference to the other branches m<'ntioned. In the South Dakota Agricnltnral College,
bo tanical instruction is given in the freshman year o f all courses.
The study o f botany has a scientific, an resthetic and a practical value. In an agricultural college, the latter is placed first because of the Ya riotu; applications to which the
subj ect may be put in practical ag riculture. The other two aspects, ho wever, are not lost
sight o f. This department as it is ,organized in the South Dakota Agricultural Co llege
includes the instruction in botany and entoihology in all courses given in the college, the
botanical and en tomolog ical resear ch o f the E xperiment Station, the super vision o f the
Highmo re E xperiment Station, the botanical wo rk o f t he State Geo logical and Natural
History S urYey, nursery inspection and the enfo rcement o f all requirements o f the nursery
inspection law in South Dakota. The head of the department acts therefore in the capacity
o f Botanist and E ntomologist o f the Agricultural College and E xperiment Station, Superintendent of the Highmore Station, Botanist to the Geological and Natural History Survey
and State Entomologist.
Students who enter college from the high school o ft en expect credit for wo rk done
in the high school. Occasionally such credits can be given, but generally the wo rk in
graded o r high schools is of s uch a character that even though it may be of assistance
to the students in carrying on college work it cannot take the place o f any definite course
in the college. The first year's wo rk o f three terms gives a genera l sun·ey o f the plant
kingd om in the branches of Morphology. Ecology, Phys iology and Pathology. In the
upper classes special courses are gi ven in Myco logy, T a xonomy, Physiology and B otanical
Microtechnique.
In the seve ral courses given the aim is to instill in the mind o f t he student an
inte lligent idea o f scient ific work. The laboratory is considered the wo rkshop in which
to develop the faculty o f original research and investigation. Laboratory side ta lks are
given regularly to explain the work in hand. L ectures and recitations are resorted to
mainly a s adjuncts to the laboratory.
In the work o f the E xperiment Station attention has been given to the study o f
plant diseases and to the practical methods of the treatment o f such diseases. At the
Highmore E xperiment Station a large amount o f experimenta l work is in progress to test
and develop fo rage and grain crops for drouth resistance. The past season about 2r,ooo
plants o f millet, 1,500 plants of alfalfa, 2,000 plants o f red clover, I,000 plants o f brome grass
and tho usands o f other plants were grown in the plant breeding plots where the individual
plan ts could be obser ved and selections made for breeding purposes. The aim o f t he
plant breeding work at the Highmo re Station is to secure the g reatest practical value and
at the same time to learn as much a s possible about the scientific side of plant breeding.
T he botanical wo rk of the Geological and Natura l History Survey has for its aim
the study and cataloguing o f the state flora. No appropriation having been made for
this work not much has been acco mplished. In nursery inspection and the enforcement
o f the nursery inspection law all nurseries requesting it are inspected by the head of the
department each year.

Department of Botany and
Entomology

WILL IAM A. W H EELER, M. S.
P rofessor of Botany and
Entomotogy
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND .1\GRICUL TURAL ENGINEERIXG.
A problem which comes before every young man sooner or later in life is this: "What
will I take up as a life occupation?" It is a serious question and much depends upon its
satisfactory answer. Will it be a profession-as the law, medicine, ministry o r teaching ?
Will it he the arts-as painter. sculptor or author? Will it be more active-as the field
of mechanics or the trades? \\'ill it be near to nature's heart on the farm or in the field
investigating the natural history and philosophy of things?
The answer to this question involves the young man·s happiness and prosperity
through life. The man wh o takes up a work, merely for the "bread and butter·• there is
in it withnut any particular liking for the work enters upon a period of mere drudgery,
for uncongenial labor is that and but little more; but if he selects a congenial occupation c,·ery day·~ work is a day of pleasure. his labor is ~weet and his profits financially
usually greater.
Students attending the Agriculturnl College arc peculiarly favored. They are placed
where. while pursuing their education they may ai ihe same time enter experimentally into
the different fields o f work, and ~o select the occupation which they can sec will be congenial to them in after life. They can ~tart their work and so be at lea~t partially prepared
to enter at once into their work. They can become acquainted with its scope and with
those who arc prominent and proficient in their world and so know better where to look
for an opening when they arc ready to enter into the active duties of the business. Professions, arts, agriculture, mechanics. electricity. civil engineering. business, all :ire laid
before him in our curriculum for him to choose from and it would be a very peculiar
student who did not find his ideal occupation in some of the branches offered.
The latest department added to ou r curriculum is the Department of Ci\"il and
Agricultural Engineering for students to consider as leading to a congenial occupation
and it has many ad,·antages and fascinating features to offer. It is the acme of engineering
\\"Ork, much of it is outdoors, it is endless in its \"ariety and it b so univer~ally practical
that it appeals to a great ·va riety of individual tem peraments and we wish .to offer it
as one line to be considered along with the other in the choice of a life occupation.
From the beginning of our institution certain s11bjects of the civil engineering work
have been offered, but they were classed as certain studies of the mathematical department.
rn 1902. however, the Regents established the separate department and Professor Crane. who
had been teaching the subjects as Assistant in Mathematics was chosen as its head. A full
course in ci\"il cngineecring branches was offered leading to the degree of B. S .. the same
as in the other engineering departments. It includes land surveying, both field work.
theoretical !-tudy and drafting; hydraulic, and its applications in water supply. sewerage anc\
irrigation; road construction, applied to country roads. street pavements and railroads; all
the math<'matic~. phy~ics, chemistry and other scientific branches required in a full collegiate cour~c a, well as one year of French.
The Regents have very generously add ed to the equipment of the d<'partment till
now we ha,·e about every variety of apparatus for teaching the work, including transits,
lev<'ls. compasses, both ordinary and solar, a plane table. current meter and p\animcter
and slide rules for office computations. These instruments are not merely to look at-they
are placed in the hands of the students who are given definite problems for them to work
out with their use. They arc expected to get field data from which to compute areas and
plot fields to scale. They are given profile work and computations of grade. cut and fill.
They arc expected to l>c able, after their notes are worked up. to place the lo<·ation stakes
on the ground ready for the workmen to begin operations-in fact to do the work required
in actual practice. It is needless to say that the students enjoy the work. It is a kind
which appeals to them. Much of it is out of doors. it is highly ~c icntific as well as
practical. It i, a ,tndy that at once leads to something tangible and practical as a congenial occupation after ~chool life is dono.
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The students of the department have organized a Civil Engineer's Club for the
study and discussion of subjects in their line o f work which, though just organized, bids
fair to be of much value to them in their work by giving a broader view of the field and
creating interest and enthusiasm in the work.
The department feels just pride in the work of some of the young men who have
gone from the institution and entered this line of work. Two are employed in government
work in the U. S. Geological Survey. one is professor of civil and mining engineering,
three are at work in railroad engineering in the Eastern states, one is government surveyor on the new reservations recently opened up in Utah, and several have been appointed
county surveyors in their respective counties. These are mentioned merely to show the
opportunities which are offered for those who care to enter and are prepared. The department is better equipped than ever before to prepare you. If it appeals to you avail yourself
o f the opportunities offe red and the department management stands ready to help you
all it can in e1·cry way it is able.

'

AUSTIN ' 8. CRANE, M . S.
Profeuor of Civil and Agricultural Engincerina
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DEPARTl\lEKT OF COMMERCIAL SCIE1 CE.
In discussing the work of this department it would be well to suggest the purpose
for which this course of study is offered. At th e present time we are experiencing an
economic development to a degree hereto fore unknown and our aim is to qualify students
completing the full course to enter into this ceaseless flow o f activity, taking their places
alongside of those who have attained success only after years of practical business
experience.
The wo rk of the department is di,·ided into two courses of one year each, namelythe Amanuensis aud th e .Business Training Courses. The subject matter offered in both
courses in the main parallel except in the former shorthand is given instead of business
practice.
In th e commonly accepted bus iness college course, essentially no prerequisite work
is required. consequently one without preparation can take the technical work r equired to
do ordinary office routine duues, but not having had the foundational training there is no
breadth or depth o f intellect upon which to build. What we purpose to do is to offer
as required wo rk those subjects which wil I not only have a money value to him in
afte1· life, but to enlarge the hori zon of his mental faculties and thereby be the better able
to enjoy and appreciate living. As an illustration o f the thought in mind might be mentioned the advanced subjects in Economics, Law, German, French and Latin.
One of the chief difficulties we encounter is that students are too ambitious to leave
college to earn a salary before having covered sufficient ground to qualify them for life's
duties and in order to encourage them to remain longer the graduation requirements
ha,·e been raised to that of the Freshman year, thereby insuring at least a foundational
tra ining upon which to build future business habits. It does not follow from this suggestion that shorthand and business subjects are given a secondary place, but rather the con·
trary is true. All phases o f business activity arc considered carefully and fully worked
out and the student made thoroughly conversant with the same conditions he will encoun ter
in the whirl of business life, but in addition we desire to create in him the power to look
beyond the pages o f a ledger or shorthand note book. \V e want him to enter life's duties
sufficiently equipped in intellect and faci lity o f hand to be able to exert his business energy
economically. The clerks of to·day are th e hustling business men o f to-morrow, and as
business principles become more complex and intricate so must the future business man's
mind be more a lert and highly developed in order to meet the new conditions.
As a conclusion to the foregoing we might add that our constant aim is to give
the student al l the technical training, shorthand, bookkeeping, etc., he needs and as much
advanced informat ion a s is consisten t within the time limit.

ARTHU R B. CROSIER
Profcuor of Stenography •nd Commercial Science
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DEPARTMENT OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
This department is not only one of the oldest in the college, but one or the oldest
in the country, a fact interesting to note in tracing the development of the home economics
movement in our schools during the last few years. The aim of the department throughout
its history has been to turn the attention of our college girls toward the home. The
training of girls in our colleges has frequently been criticized, and not a few parents have
felt a hesitancy in sendi111g daughters to college, because of a belief that the ·four years'
training brought back a daughter who was not content at home, one who knew nothing
o f the management of the home, frequently one who prided herself that she knew nothing
of any of the household processes or the materials which arc handled every day in the
home. In some cases this criticism proves true enough. T o refute it, howe,·er, many good
home makers may be found among women who have experienced this college training.
College girls used to struggle to be admitted into classes with their brothers,-fclt that
their school training mtrnt be identical, entirely losing sight of the £act that their li,·es
when out of school are very different. If we believe that education should be a preparation for life-for living--it is surely logical to believe that the sort of life to be lived
should have a determining voice in the preparation for its living. The college girl need
not feel that her mental c-apacity is questioned because she studies other subjects than her
brother studies,-that she wants a training equally thorough and inclush•e is quite right.
There is just a s much 01f life for the girl to live, and her opportunities for service are
quite as great as her brother's are.
It is not the intenti,on of this department to train a group o f people so that by their
,·cry training they form a cla;,s distinct and separate from all their fellow workers. peculiar
unto themselves; the effort: is toward a broad and liberal training. Occasionally expressions
are heard which lead us to feel that the real purpose of the department is not understood by many people. 'Ne arc neither training nor looking for housekeepers, maids or
cooks as a result of the work here. \Ve hardly feel that such training comes within the
province of the college 01· university. We arc working with college girls hoping to see
as a result normal, well-developed, well-balanced women, with sufficient training and
sufficient breadth of view to make them useful and happy, wherever their lot may place
them. To many persons domestic science suggests a spoon and a saucepan, roasting and
boiling, preparing and coc,king of food after the mo~t a1)provcd methods. If domestic
science meant cooking alo111e it would occupy only a small part of the field which legitimately belongs to it. Less than one-seventh of the total credits required for graduation
in the domestic science course come from the department of domestic science. The
departments of chemistry. botany, physiology and physics furnish the great elementary
truths from which applications of peculiar import to the home are made, A girl who is
accurate enough to make hc·r determinations in quantititath·e chemistry. and careful enough
to work out her unknowns in the bacteriological labo ratory, has technique, appreciation of
detail, and such unfaltering notions of cleanliness as will work good for any home.
The languages, history,, economics and sociology ha,•e a general culture value, as well
as specific values which no one questions. The psychologist tells us that environment has
a most important influence on the individual. Shall we be satisfied to read the statement
in the textbook, and to fo,ten while the enthusiastic artist tries to open our eyes to our
surroundings? Has it ever occurred to us that a new piece of furniture. a new picture, or
a new wall covering with .all their posibilities of beauty and ugliness may be reflected in
the family temperament? lBelieving that a knowledge o f the mood value of color, and an
appreciation of color harmonics should be cultivated for the sake o f the home as well as
for the enjoyment of the m21sterpieccs in the art gallerie~. our girls spend a share of their
time in the art department.
The question or food is not what shall we have for dinner to-day, or what new
dish for to-morrow. Do we know enough of food values to know whether we are supplying what is really needed by the body? The man who owns cattle for the sake of
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producing beef for his own and neighbor's table looks ve ry carefully after the feeding
of his herd, understands the relative value of different food materials and studies how he
may give them in a proper proportion. or as he expresses it, give a balanced ration. These
matters are of great importance to the cattle owners and we find them discussed in their
papers and conventions. How many mothers give as much time or thought, or have as
definite a notion o f the proper food for the members of their own families? This suggests a wrong emphasis somewhere and no one would question the attitude of the cattle
owners.
Some people exist in this world, some live. some live more efficient li1•es than
others. We are not enjoying our full privilege until we lead the most efficient life. How
impo rtant a factor the home becomes in producing this efficiency. and how responsible the
home maker, is a question which will bear thought. Un less we can differentiate between
housekeeper and home maker it is not strange that we ask what college girls arc study·
ing in a course of home economics. 'With the thought of the importance of the home
as a social unit the attempt has heen made to make such a selection from t'he college
curriculum as will render a woman intelligent on general matters, and at the same time,
for the sphere which is peculiarly hers, give her the freedo m and assurance which comes
fro m a knowledge o f the forces wi th which she is to deal.

M. EDITH THOR:-JBER, B. S.
Assistant in Domestic Science

RUTH A. W ARDALJ,, A. B.
Prcceptress, Professor of Domestic Science
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE .\!\D LITERATURE.
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
The required courses of this department ha\'e, as far as possible, b een outlined
in accordance with the report of the Committee on Entrance Requirements and Courses
of Study made to th e A ssociation of American Agricultural Colleges and Ex peri·
ment Stations.
In the preparatory department the courses of study seek to give, besides an acquaintance with a few English classics, a practical knowledge of grammar and elementary
rhetoric. In the college department the required courses aim to give much o f the work
required for entrance to most co lleges, and some o f the work u sually gi\'en in th e Freshman and Sophomore years.
The elective courses are arranged chiefly for those students whose major work
is in English. These courses include the history of the English language and its literature, also a study of the various types of prose and ,·erse. Courses arc given in Greek
and Latin literature (in English) Chaucer and the history of the English language; the
Elizabethan Drama ; XVIII Literature ; XIX Poetry ; and XIX Prose.
In most of the required courses the student has kept hefore his mind those prin·
ciples which he can utilize in composition. He is led to embody in his own writings the
qualities of clearness, force and beauty in the writings of the best authors. The laws
of thought association, which he discovers by analysis of paragraphs and compositions
of good writers, he is required to exemplify in paragraphs and compositions of his own.
Much remains to be done in this department before it becomes what it should be.
At present the college courses in English are so disconnected and so scattered throughout the entire curriculum that it is impossible to obtain the best results. In conformity
with the curricula of most colleges, the required courses in English should come chiefly
in the Freshman and Sophomore years. instead of chiefly in the Junior and Senior years,
as at present.
The requirements in English for the degree of bachelor of science should, the department believes. be considerably increased. At least as many courses should be required
o f all candidates for graduation from the S. D. A. C. as are required from the best high
schools in this state.
These changes, it is hoped, will soon be made in order that the work of the department may be more efficient.
THE LIBRARY.
Even in a technical school the library holds, and should hold, an important place.
This is true at the South Dakota Agricultural College. To th e department of history and
literature the library serves, of course, as laboratory. To the laboratories of the chemist,
the agronomist, the botanist, it serves as an important adjunct. The selection of books
is entrusted to the librarian and to the heads o f departments, who co-operate with thr
librarian in getting the best books really useful to the student or most suggestive to the
instructor. Always the aim is to open to the student, a s he advances in his investigation~.
a still wider vision. The library should not only meet the present needs of the inquirer,
but should also hint at the broad wo rld o f knowledge and speculation into which
the student is taking his first steps. The librarian regards his desk as a bureau o f information at which he stands a living sign -board, a s it were. pointing the way now to a
volume of statis ti cs, now to records o f research and exploration. or to care fully elaborated
theories, to a beguiling essay, or distracting story. Alike for the careful inve~tigator and
the casual r eader does he point the impartial finger to the way of knowledgc.'-aS best he
can. Beneath the sign-board exterio r there lurks. however, the secret hope that for some he
may add allurement to the paths of learning. 1f he feel s at times that l1is ,·isitors ha,·c need
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of the blacksmith's help in deciphering what is written on the guide-post, he meets a
fit rebuke as some more car~ful scholar points how dim or vague, how out-of-date, his
weather- worn directions.
As we cannot say a ll we would of the presen t material equipment of our library, its
apartments and furnishings, we shall take the privilege of youth to dream dreams and
sec vision!- of the future. In dream the li brary of the South Dakota Agricultural College is a
noble bui lding of simple yet dignified o utline. quite in harmony with the purpose for which
it was designed. The main entrance hy a few descending steps o f stone gives access to
lecture rooms occupied by the departments of history and literature; by an equal num·
ber of ascending steps to the reading r oom and librarian's office. Here the arrangement
of lights, the fi t proportions of the hall, the balconies and alcoves with their hint of
seclusion. all tend to produce an atmosphere of order and quiet; the air, savory o f books,
is the best inducement to study, and research. The attendant's desk, next the racks for
newspapers and magazines, commands the entrances to the book stock ana the librarian's office.
·
Within the stack, accommodations arc afforded to professors and others making extended studies. Here, too. special facilit ies are granted those preparing for debates or other
student centers. Abo,·e the reading room and stacks cozily sheltered immediately beneath
the roof are two charming halls; these have beeen furni shed by the literary societies as
their own homes.
Such are some of the details marked by the eye o f the
dreamer. U ntil his dreams are realized it behooves us all, librarian and faculty and students together to make the best use of our restricted quarters and limited resources, testifying by the use we make of our present facilities our fitness for larger and better things.

W I LLIA M H. POWERS, M. A.

ELMER K. EVERLY, A. M.

Librarian and Associate Professor of Eng'ish

P rofessor of English Literature
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
Until the middle of the nineteenth century even the best American colleges usually
provided for instruction in history by adding such work to th~ duti~s of a professor t~a.ching some other subject, such as Latin or philosoph~. American h1st?r~ and the. p~htical
and social sciences had no place in the college curriculum. In fact, 1t 1s only within the
last fifteen or twenty years that American history has been regarded by educators either as
a part of a liberal education or as a subject worthy of scientific treatment. The idea of
old pedagogy was that 'a liberal education could be obtained only from a study of the
classics, and that strength of mind and purpose could only come from a detailed study of
mathematics. The tendency in modern pedagogy is toward recognizing a similar or equal
value for purposes of training and instruction in nearly all branches of human knowledge.
With the advent of the modern sciences came the scientific spirit and the laboratory
method. Gradually one branch of the instruction after another came under the scientific influence, much to the advantage of its treatment in the class room. History and the political and social sciences are the latest subjects to receive scientific treatment, and are now
demanding a place in the educational curriculum commensurate with their importance. The
scientific study of history and the political sciences has now obtained a substantial foothold
in the universities and colleges and is beginning to make so111e impression upon secondary education. At the present time, highly specialized work in these fields is offered in the
leading American colleges and universities. Separate schools of history and political science
are organized in the larger institutions.
The courses in history and political science in our own college are of necessity limited in number and the work is quite largely elementary, yet the endea vor is made to so
direct the work that the best disciplinary and culture results may be obtained, and that
students may be better fitted for the duties and responsibilities of citizenship.
History is
a subject unequalled for its opportunities of comparison, and therefore for training the
judgment. The collection and classification of historical material and the criticism and
interpretation of the same which follows make demands upon the mind fully as. exacting
as are made by chemistry or botany or any other of the natural sciences. From the
standpoint of the social welfare, history and the political sciences prepare the student to
deal with the present problems of society and politics. There are troublesome problems
involved in the conditions of life to-day. We must face them. In our great experiment
in democracy we are proceeding upon the theory that the average man is not only patriotic
,1nd honest, but that he is a political expert. If our democratic institutions are to endure
we must have a desire on the part of intelligent people to bear the responsibilities of organized society. There is a call for greater intelligence on the part of the citizens than was
ever required before. To fit for the responsibilties of the present, to combat the political
pessimism of the day, nothing is more helpful than an ancquaintance with history and
the allied political sciences. It corrects halfway views of human affairs and leads to rational
conservatism, toleration and broad-mindedness. It arouses the interests of men in the
duties and opportunities of citizenship.
In the required courses in history a s given at this college certain definite results
are aimed at. It is expected that the student should have ( 1) a clear outline of the period
covered; (2) a knowledge of the principal original sources, and some training in the use
of original records, because it is a primary necessity in history to know the truth, and
this implies that every student should see for himself how history is written; (3) training in handling secondary work with discrimination and ability to make an abstract of the
substances of what he has read in good English; (4) a knowledge of how to make an outline; (5) knowledge of how to use bibliographical aids and ability to take notes in tclli·
gently and last (6) how to study two successive historical maps and explain the changes
that. have ta~en place. The ~vork_ is so planned that the student may, if he desires, pursue
a fair)y con~muous !me. of h1sto:1cal stud_y_ in ancient and modern European, E nglish and
American history and 111 American rnunic1pal, state and national government and international law.
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Department of History and
Political Science

ALBERT $. HAR DING, A. M.
Professor of History and Political Science
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DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY.
Ninety acres of land are under the care of this department, which includes about ten
acres of campus and ornamental grounds. In the class-room, greenhouse and grafting laboratory the leading methods and principles of prairie horticulture and forestry are taken up wi th
special rderence to western conditions of soil and climate. On the grounds are found
twenty acres of timber plantations; several acres of apple and plum o rchard and an immense
number of fruit seedlings. In the work with fruit seedlings the number is no w secon<I
in extent only to that of Luther Burbank of Ca li fornia. Several h'undred thousand seedlings of various orchard and small fruits have been raised at this station since Professor
N. E. Hansen took charge of the department in September, 1895. Man y tho usands of
fruit seedlings arc discarded and destroyed by fire each year. Only the best few are
saved. The work of fruit breeding corresponds to that oi invention in the do main of
mechanical industries, and in the words of the head of the department, "inferior seedlings
are simply the shavings in the workshop of an inventor." The peculiar climatic conditions
of the prairie Northwest indicate the great need of hardier o rchard and small fruits than
we have at present. With a view to meeting this demand the various wild fruits ha\·e
been gathered from many sections of the Dakotas, Manitoba, Assiniboia, and other
regions of the prame N o rthwest, and thousands of seedlings have been raised
under the most favorable environment with a view to rapid improvement in
the size and quality of the fruit. In the course of a ten months' trip as the first agricultural explorer sent out by the United States D epartment of Agriculture in 1898, Professor Hansen secured much additional material from the arid and semi-arid regions of Eastern
Russia, Transcaucasia, Bokhara, Russian Turkestan, Western China and Siberia. Additions
are made to the list each year by several importations, in the endeavor to get anything new
brought to light in Europe and Asia. The first fruit-breeding greenhouse ever constructed was built at the South Dakota Agricultural College in 1901 under the direction
of Professor Hansen, and here the ends of the earth, horticulturally speakmg, have been
brought together, and the crossing and hybridizing done under glass with a view to originating new fruits combining hardiness of plant with choice quality of fruit. Already
several choice varieties have beeen originated and ,are now being propagated for trial
elsewhere. In fruit seedlings the quarter million mark was passed two years ago and there
has been no time ,for a census since that time. As an illustration may be mentioned the
experiments with the Sioux Indian sand-cherry common in the range country west of
Pierre. In a plantation of over :25,000 seedlings of the third generation from the wild, seedlings were found last year bearing fruit an inch in diameter and of good quality. Several thousand ,seedlings of the fourth generation are coming into bearing and o ver 70,000
·and-cherry plants are on hand at the present time. Trips of exploration are taken ~t
intervals to various parts of the state in search of new material, especially in the range
country from Pierre to the Black Hills.
In the work of inventing new 'Varieties of hardy strawberries, from 8,000 plants
produced, by crossing the wild with the tame, some 225 plants were selected and given
further field trial. The strawberry seedlings now occupy over three acres. None of these
plants are ever mulched. so they ha ve endured 40 degrees belo w zero with the ground
bare. Tn all the work with fruits any plant that does not stand this test is discarded
as unworthy of further trial. Over six thousand plum seedlings have been fruited and
some varieties obtained of extra large size and choice quality. Many strange hybrid fruits
are coming on, some of them combinations never made before. In raspberries, the wild
species from various parts of the Northwest, have been crossed with tame varieties, also
thousands of pure native seedlings have been raised. A few seedlings have appeared
as a result of the work, which al'e perfectly hardy without winter protection and bear large
fruit of good quality.
'
In ornamental plants the main work has been in impo rting from many countries a
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collection of over fi,·e hundred species of sh rubs for · determination as to their relative
hardiness under prairie conditions. A single flowered Siberian rose and the Dakota wild
prairie rose have been hybridized with choice cultivated varieties in the endeavor to originate choice double roses that would be hardy without winter protection. In the words of
the head of the department: "From the ashes of millions of seedlings will rise, Phcenixlike, the new cr('ations which will dominate our future prairie pomology."

NIELS

E. H ... NSEN, M.

s.,

Professor of Horticulture and Forestry.

•
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DEPARTMENT OF MODERN 'LANGUAGES.
The Department of Modern Languages was established as a separate department in
1898. although some instruction had been given in French and German since the founding
of the college. In 1898 'French and German took their place among the required courses
for graduation, two years of French, German or Latin 'being required in the General
Science Course, and one year of French in the Mechanical and Engineering courses.
To-day, when the nations of Europe are offering our country such keen competition
in scientific and mechanical ' progress, students who pursue work along scientific, technical
or historical lines are virtually compelled to have at least a good reading knowledge of
either French or German, and in most cases of both.
To students who desire to attend other institutions for advance wo rk after completing the course at this college, a knowledge of French and Germap is absolutely necessary.
The time required to obtain a good working knowledge of either language depends
much upon the ability and ambition of the student, many attaining the desired end in
French in one year and in German after two years, but at least two or three years spent
in the study of either langauge is highly desirable.
Last year courses were added to the scheme of work in this department for the
study of French and German literature, as well as special courses for the reading of scientific works and monographs in French and German, so that now eight courses are offered
each term, and it is possible for the student, by taking electives, to carry on the work
in French and German for four years.

.JOHN

H.

WHEELER,

A. B.,

CHRJSTIAN TRYCSTAO,

Professor of Modern Languages.

Assistant in Modern Languages.
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DEl'r\H.TME~T OF l\IATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY.
Mathematics occupies a large place in our curriculum for two reasons, either of which
is alone a sufficient one: First, because mathematical studies develop habits of quick, accurate and logical thinking; second. because they furnish the tools that are ncce~sary in the
pursuit of the physical sciences. The importance and charm of mathemati..:al investigations
have been recognized by the scholars and educators of almost every civilization of historic
times, long before any of the natural sciences had begun to take form, Pythagoras, Apollonius,
Pappus, Diophantus, and others of the Greek schools proved mathematical propositions
which arc yet known by the names of these men. Mathematical terms derived from Arab
sources are numerous in our text-book on algebra, the word algebra itself bting of Arabian
origin, and almost e,·cry student is acquainted with a score or more of names of men belonging to modern civilization who have achieved distinction in the physical sciences because
of their powers of mathematical analysis.
Mathematics was in its beginning pursued by the ancient wise men or philosophers
because it offered a field for ·abstract reasoning. But with its growth it has constantly been
an instrument which has been used in developing the physical sciences, so that at the present time one cannot expect to achieve much success in these lines of work without a mathematical training.
It is not to be wondered at, then, that we have more students than any other department of the college-more than two hundred in classes beginning with elementary Algebra
in the preparatory year, and ending with Analytic Mechanics in the Junior year. A classification card without mathematics on it is not considered complete unless the student has
passing grades in Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry. As a result, the department often
find s it necessary to call in the efficient aid of Messrs. \.Yestcott, Trooien, Aldrich and
others to help in taking care of the numerous classes.
While astronomy does not offer to the general student anything immediately prac·
tical in the ordinary sense of that term, in a broader sense and as a culture subject, it is of
very high rank. Its discoveries, which include some of the most brilliant achievements oi
the human intellect, being interpretations of the grandest order of phenomena which are
presented to the senses, have naturally done much to define man's place in the universe, and
consequently to shape modern scientific and religious thought. In point of time it was th e
first of the sciences to be developed, and its principles are simpler than those of any other.
During the last few years, its importance is beginning to be recognized in the high schools
of this country, and we believe that it should occupy a place earlier in our scheme of
study than it does.
Our equipment in this work consists of a six-inch equatorial, a transit, a chronograph. and a sidereal clock.
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Department of
Mathematics
and
Astronomy

GEORGE L. BROWN, Ph. D.,
Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy.

JOHN

H.

NF.LSON,

Assistant.

B.
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DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE.
The first six months of the Civil war embarrassed both North and South in many
particulars, but in no point more than having thousands of raw recruits with few competent officers for drill masters. In order to overcome this defect, July 2, 1862, Congress
dona ted lands for the establisment of colleges wherein military science and tactics should be
taught in conjunction with other subjects, and to furth er encourage the project, the president was subsequently authorized to detail to such colleges a regular army officer and
to furnish ordinance stores.
The curriculum taught at these colleges is prescribed in General Order No. 101, 1905,
and includes : Drill Regulations, Advance and Rear Guard, Marches, Ceremonies, Military Law, Lectures on Military Topics, Target Practice, First Aid to the In jured, Calesthenics, Castramcntation, Camp Hygiene, Study of Administrative and Executive Methods
of the U'. S. Army.
The course is primarily destined to cover briefly the most important points and
duties of soldier Ii fe.
But students taking the course become acquainted wi th the value of order, neatness and
obedience, recci,·e valuable physical cxer cist: and gain an insight into the methods needful in commanding men-all most useful acquirements for successful civil as well as
military careers.

GEORGE D. GUYER,
Captain Sixteenth Infantry, U. S. A., P rofessor of Military Science and Tactics.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELOCUTION AND PHYSICAL CULTURE.
THE DESIGN OF THE 'DEPARTMENT.
To give a symmetrical development of body, mind and soul; to produce public
readers and speakers who shall be easy, natural, forceful ; to enable its students to adore
whatever profession they may choose; to prove that we express no more than we are i to
inspire a love for the best in literature; to watch how the best may be expressed.
METHODS.
The methods employed in this department are such as lead the student to discover his
powers, and to realize their fu'llest development by natural processes.
Care is taken to unfold the student's powers of observation and imagination amt
preserve his individuality.
The work of each student is carefully planned and systematized according to his needs.
THE JUNIOR COURSE.

In elocution covers all the essentials :of a technical education for teachers or
public readers.
Topics: The three Mechanisms of Speech. (a) Respiratory, (b) Vocal, (c) Oral.
The co-ordination of the three mechanisms; memory training, sight reading, elements of
lecture, reading and recitation, Analysis.
THE SENIOR COURSE
Is the perfecting of the Junior year's course by advanced practice, leading away from
the general, to individual study, with the following additional topics, namely : Personality, Dramatic Action. Pantomime Life Study, rehearsals, with criticisms. Extemporaneous Speech, English Masterpieces, Bible Reading.
DRAMATIC ART.
These classes teach the careful staging of plays. the interpretation of different roles,
the principles of stage business and stage department.
PHYSICAL CULTURE.
The instruction in Physical Culture aims at symmetrical development. The exercises given are in harmony with science and the principles of art, and the result of their
practice is strength, grace and health. The functions of the heart and lungs are the fundamental functions of the body. Upon them the welfare of all the functions depend. It
is our aim to develop these fundamental functions, and we endeavor to attain this end
by a series of movements of the voluntary system which shall be so arranged and exe·
cuted as to bring about a healthy response between the muscles and the will. We strive
to train the different organs of the body in a manner that may serve the great double
purpose of promoting the efficiency of the circulatory and respiratory functions and of
increasing the volitimal control of the whole ·body. Get the heart right and the lungs
right, and the muscles will meet every reasonable demand.
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Department of Elocution and
Physical Culture

MRS.

MAUD VAUGHAN

PETERS.

Instru ctor in Elocution and Physical Culture.
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC.
VOICE CULTURE, PIANO, VIOLIN AND WIND INSTRUMENTS.
The system used in this department is similar to that of the best conservatories, and
is intended to cultivate in the pupil an intelligent appreciation of the best in music and
to lay a good foundation for future attainment.
Under the head of Voice Culture comes first; voice building, the right use of the
breath, tone production, voice placement, and such work as will enable the student to
sing more as nature intended he should.
It is the desire of this department to maintain regularly a choral union; the object
being the study of choruses, oratorios, operas , etc. This gives the opportunity to the pupil
of the voice that the band and orchestra does to the pupil of the violin or wind instrument.
No real student of the voice or any instrument can afford to miss this ensemble work.
An opportunity is given for those sufficiently advanced to play in the band and
orchestra.
The band is maintained by the college without expense to the student, except he
is required to provide himself with a suitable uniform.
An annual concert is given sometime during the winter term, at which time is
rendered, in an intelligent and pleasing style, a program of high-grade music.
The band from time to time is enabled to take short trips, and is considered one
of the best musical organizations in the state.

JOHN

P.

MANN ,

Instructor in Vocal Music and Stringed Instruments and Band Leader.

NINA WF.STON,

Instructo r in Instrumental Music.

DEPARTMENT OF LATIN AND PEDAGOGY.
LATIN.
An eminent ed ucator has said that a person cannot really master the English language in any true or large sense of the word, without knowing something of other
languages.
As an aid to the mastery of English it is generally agreed that no other language is
equal to the Latin.
A large part of the Engli~h language is derived from Latin words, thus making a
knowledge of that language almost indispensable to an exact knowledge of English. For
this reason Latin forms a part of nearly c,·ery course of study in our schools and colleges.
While this is an Agricultural College, it aims to educate the student symmetrically,
giving attention to those culture studies which make life more useful and more enjoyable.
The object of the college, as stated in the bill which created it, is, '"without exc/.uding other scientific a11d classical stttdies, to teach such branches of learning as are related
to agriculture and the mechanic arts in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."
Accordingly this college offers a three years' course in Latin, two required and
one elect ive. While this is not a very extensive course, it gives the student a good working
knowledge of the language and enables him to understand and appreciate the many scientific ter ms used in all sciences.
PEDAGOGY.
In order that those who go out from this institution to take up the work of teaching may be better prepared for their work, the department of pedagogy has been established. In addition to a knowledge of the subject matter to be taugh t, the teacher should
be familiar with the principles that underlie all successful teachiryg. There should be
a knowledge of the laws of the mind, of the capacity of the pupil, of the best methods of
presenting the different subjects that are to be studied, also, a know ledge of what has been
done in the educational world by the great teachers of the past. This knowledge is lo
be attained by .the study of Psychology, History of Education and Methods of Teaching.
A1..cordingly, these are subjects taken up in this department as well as di ~cussions upon
different phases of the work of teaching. Short reviews in some of the common
branches are given and sugge;,tions as to the methods of teaching them arc presented.
It is believed that this course will prove helpful to all who expect to enter the work
d teaching.

Department of Latin and
Pedagogy

..

R. B. McCu:NON, A. M.,
Professor of Pedagogy and Latin.
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DEPARTMENT OF PH ARMACY.
The P harm acy work at th is college had its ori gin as a branch of th e chemistry departm~nt. The first class to graduate. being composed o f Mess rs . A ldrich, Bentley, M cLouth,
Wc3t and H o uston, received cer tificates at Commencement o f 189<>.
The co urse of study was gr::idually strengthen ed, and in 1895 the first class to
receive a diplo ma and the degree of P harmacy Graduate was sent forth.
Of th e grad uates who have rece ived thi s degree, forty-seven per cent are druggi sts,
se venteen per cent have t,1ken up the study of medicine, and eleven per cent are divid ecl
a mong dentists. chemists a nd college pro fesso rs.
0 £ those who have taken th e state board examination al l but one are registered
;mcl all have positions.
The object of this departmen t is n ot alone to fit a young man or woman to pa;,.s
th e state boa rd examin at ion s. but to gi ve him th e foundatio n for intelligent, successful
wo rk in the store. The P ure F ood and Pure Drug laws being enacted by legislatures
o f the various states necessitates a greater degree of technical kn owledge in our t>harmacist s than ever before, and we a rc meeting thi s demand by courses in the analyses o f
these products. In case th e student wishes to prepare h imsel f for teaching the science~
in the high schools of th e state. the four-year pharmacy course will prepare him for it
as well o r better than an y o th er course in th e college. It is very adv isable that the student
take thi s course. and about one-fourth o f those who have r eceived the Ph. G. degree have
also the B. S. degree.
Pharmacy is a profession , and the better educa ted th e pha rmacist is, th e better able
he is to meet other pro fessiona l men on an equal footing.

Vl m TE HEAD, P h. C., M. S .,
Professor of P harmacy.

Bowrn T.
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PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT .
When the Agricultural College opened its doors in the fall of r884, the preparatory
was the only work offered in the institution. Students were classified in the preparatory
wo rk, and as soon as they attained a certain scholastic ability there were created the regular
college courses, and promotions were made from the preparatory department. Prof. R. F.
Kerr had charge of the preparatory work from the opening of the institution until the
fall of 1901, when its management passed. into the hands o f R. B. Forsee, who has had
charge of the work ever since. The work of the department corresponds to the work of
the ninth and tenth grades in the public schools, and has for its purpose, as the name
indicates, the fitting of students for their college work. It includes work in the follow·
ing subjects : Arithmetic, Grammar, United States History, Bookkeeping, P ractical English,
Algebra, Civics, Elementary Physiology, Physical Geography, Elementary Physics, Rheto ric. Geometry, American Literature, Carpentry, Free Hand Drawing, Military and Physi·
cal Culture. The work is divided into two years, called at present the Preparatory and
Sub-Freshman years. This department seems to supply a certain need in the institution,
as is evidenced by the fact that there are more than two hundred students pursuing
work in it at the present time. Candidates should have completed the eighth grade work
under the state course of study in order to carry their preparatory work to the best
advantage. The work is closely related to the work offered in the Teacher's course by
-the depar tment of Pedagogy, and offers a splendid opportunity for one who wishes to
prepare himsel£ for teaching.

' ~B. FoRSEE, Pe. P.,
Principal of Preparatory Department.
RoDERT
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DEPART:\fENT OF ZOOLOGY AND VETERlNARY MEDICINE.
The department of Zoology occupies the second floor of the Station building, and
consists of class-room, general laboratory, a small laboratory for bacteriology, a private
laboratory and office. The department is very well equipped for a small institution, all
necessary apparatus for carrying on work in General Zoology and Bacteriology will be
found there. The department has a small museum of birds and mammals, and a very good
collection of marine invertebrate forms, which are always at the disposal of the student.
Besides the year's work in General Zoology required in the General Science course, a
student may elect a year's work in Vertebrate Histology and one in Vertebrate E mbryology. In these latter the student receives thorough training in Microtechnique, so essential to a Zoologyist.
The Veterinary Department occupies a building by itself in connection with which
is a hospital accommodating twelve or fifteen patients. The Veterinary building contains
oflice. class-room, pri\·ate laboratory. dissecting laboratory and an operating room, the
latter being equipped with table and other necessary apparatus. Besides offering courses
in Veterinary Medicine to the students in Agriculture, courses are gi\'en corresponding
to those in the best Veterinary Colleges. A student may elect work which will count
for one year's work in such institutions. On Saturdays free clinics are held in the operating room, to which attendance is required of the ach'anced students. Cases are assigned
to individuals, who, under the direction of the head of the department, take charge of the
patient. Very rarely is there any lack for clinical material, and a student will really
have more clin ical work here than in a large institution.

EDWARD L. MOORE, B. s., D. V. s.,
Professor of Zoology and Veterinary Med icine.
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SHIRLEY

P.

MILLER,

M. A.,

Instructor in Zoology.
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The Classes
B y ROSS W. ELLIOTT

"Soon you' II start, oh learned Senior,
Out on Life's tempestuous strife;
Make a mark for Alma Mater,
Make a mark, then get a wife.
-ANON.

.,
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Class Professor ........................... . .......... Dr. E . L. Moore

OFFICERS:
Frank L. Kennard . ......... . ........... . .................. President
Ellen Brownell . .............. . ........................ Vice President
Gladys Davies . ............ ..... . ........... . ..... . ... . .... Secretary
Oliver

J.

Grace . .......... . ................................ Treasurer

MOTTO:
"No Steps Back...vard."

YELL :
Rickety Rix!

Rickety Rix !

Naughty Six!

Naughty Six I

COLORS:
Cerise and Blue.
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Ellen Brownell

Frank L . Ken nard

Gladys Davies

Oliver Grace

Bee Bonesteel
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J essie Thornbcr

Roy D. Burghardt

Rose R eich

Abbie J. Ca.rpcntcr

G . Malcolm Aldrich
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Margaret Moffatt

Fred A . Coller

Arthur Koch

Arthur Knox

Edna Evans

6.1

Wylie J. Barrett

Ellery C. Chilcott

Guy Youngberg

Alfred Erstad
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Class of 19 0 6
HOLL CALL
Frank Kennard: "] like Beets) l really th ink 1 do.' '
Alfred Erstad: "Greater mel! than I may have lived l~ut I doubt it.''
·wylie Barrett : "Wise from the top of his head up."
Bee Bonesteel: "Thy golden hair e'er beams like frozen pumpkins fr inged
with green."
Jessie Thornber: "For where so e'er I looked for style, I sa"· but Jessie's
. everlasting smile. "
Arthur Knox: "And still the wonder grew that one black head could carry
a ll he knew. "
R oy Burghardt: "Why man, he cloeth bestride the wo rld like a colossus.''
Guy Youngberg:

"That I might sleep out this great gap of time."

Arthur Koch : "He coins his thoughts in phrase above the reach of ordinary men."
Gladys D;wies:

"Not a young, thoughtless. giddy maiden."

Ellen Brownell: "For she was timid as a wintry flower."
Fred CoJJer:

''Faith, let me not play the wo)11an. l have a beard :a-coming."

Ellery Chilcott:
Edna Evans:

"I can abide no longer to-night."

"Nobody will come for nothing.. ,

Oliver Gra~e: · "All over g race, though slightly defaced."
Rose Reich:

"A rosebud set with willful thorns."

Malcolm Aldrich: "Swans sing before they die. T'were no bad thing did
certain persons die before they sing."
Abbie Carp~nter: '' You can trust her in the dark."
Margar~t Moffatt:

"A manner so plain, grave, unaffective and siincere."
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SENIOR CLASS HISTORY.
After four years of earnest efforts both in work and play, years containing the s,,veets of life and omitting the bitters, years that have passed all
too swiftly, the Class of '06 has stormed and reached the heights and borne
off the much coveted prize-Seniorage.
And yet as we look back to those days when we, as Preps, sat :in the
north end of the chapel and looked wistfully and longingly at the Seniors in
the front rows of seats, wishing yet hardly daring to hope for that happy
day when we should no longer be insignificant Preps but dignified Seniors,
we feel that we have advanced, our ideal has not been standing still. In
fact even the much coveted bald-headed row lost its charms long ago and
was willingly given over to that elastic class, the whistlers.
But in spite of our rising ideals the naughty sixes have never soared too
high to thoroughly enjoy all of the phases of college life.
Of course studying is and always has been our first ~onsideration ( ?) .
Every department of knowledge offered at the S. D. A. C. is well represented
by some member of the class.
After text-book knowledge comes our interest in literary events and
here it is that the naughty sixes shine. Four of our members have won
enviable reputations in the inter-society debates, three have proved themselves
to be debators of no mean ability, while every Senior belongs to one of the
literary societies and has done creditable literary work.
·
These instances of the sagacity of the Seniors have not been related
boastingly but for the sake of proving that in spite of the many class scraps,
"class doings," and athletic events in which our class has participated, in spite
of all of these "extras" we have been conscientious students.
As to the "class scraps," they are so numerous and flagrant that only
one or two will bear mentioning. Among the most exciting an<l successful
of these fracases was the confiscation of the Senior gowns last year. This
escapade was as brilliant as it was unexpected, and it was a sparse and sorry
group of '05's that attended chapel that day. The sequel, being extremely
personal, will be omitted.
In class doings the present Senior class has always been at the head of
the list in originality and number. \Ve have had all kinds from the midnight spread to the six o'clock breakfast. We have had them in every available place from the physics laboratory to the creamery class room. We
have banqueted the naughty fives and receptioned the naughty faculty. 'vVe
have floated our flag and flaunted our colors and not in one single event
have we been thwarted, even though naughty fives, sevens, eights and nines
combined against us, as they did at that memorable class party in 1904.
Strange as it may seem, even the brilliant and talkative '05's had notbing to
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say about what they accomplished that evening for the most heroic thing that
they did was to offer a wee bi t of resistance when they were kindly but
firmly helped out of the door. Ah! but these "class doings" are what test
the mettle of a class. But so much for the spirit of the Seniors, not for the
brawn.
In basket ball our boys cannot be beaten and two of our six-footers
have made the fi rst team. We will acknowledge, however" that we may
need a little coaching in baseball, although we have an expert pitcher, also
that we have just one football man-but he is a big one. Butt we more than
compensate for these slight deficiencies by having in our class a shot putter
that has won honors in state meets, and last but not least, the best sprinter
and broad jumper in the state. And these athletes are in the class at the
present time. If we were to consider the flowery days when we numbered
forty-four instead of nineteen,, and had twenty-five boys instead of eleven,
we would name many more of whom we had good reasons to be proud.
Oh yes, we are a small class, but a husky one neverthele:ss. In fact we
have affairs so well in our hands at the present time that we· almost believe
that if it became necessary we could manage things very nicely at the S. D.
A. C. and this without assistance. Our reasons for making this unparalelled
boast are as follows: T he Veterinary Hospital is run by a :Senior; the Librarian proper is a Senior ; severa l Seniors have classes with professional subordinates; a Senior operates the complic..-ated machinery of the Secretary's
office ; the editor of the Collegian and five associate editors are Seniors; at
present writing the President of each of the following organizations are
Seniors: the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the Pharmacy Class, the Civil
Engineering Club, the Oratorical Association, the Athenian Society and the
M iltonian Society. Really the Seniors seem to be rather numerous when
summed up by what they do.
But in spite of the dignity of the position and all of the attending privileges and pleasures the Seniors begrudge the happy days when they were
happy-go-lucky Freshmen, silly Sophomores, or light-hearted Juniors, and
feel that they have passed all too rapidly.
And we realize fuJly ( although you would not believe it t,o hear us talk)
that to be a Senior is but a step, and a very, very small one, towards that
ideal of every American student-Success.
B. B.
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Class Professor ................................... Hubert B. Mathews
OFFICERS :
Ross W. Elliott ............... . ...... ..... . .... .. .......... President

J. Carl Reich ........ : ......... . ..................... .' . Vice

President

Mable Binnewies ................. . ....... ................... Secretary
Clare McCordic .... ............... . ........... . ......... . . Treasurer
Stephen F. Briggs ... . . .......... . ................... Sergeant at Arms

MOTTO:
"To be, not to seem."

YELL:
Seven ! come eleven ! !
Naught-seven!

Naught-seven!!!

COLORS:
Purple and Gold.
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Mabel Binnewies

J.

Ross W . Elliott

Ca rl Reich

Clare McCordic
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Genevieve U ndcrwood

John R. Kirk

Stephen F. Briggs

Arthur C. Dillman
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•

Christine Christianson

J.

Gr.int Morton

Bruce A . Elliott

W alter S surc11

R illa Mc Elmurry

George H ofstetter

Cecil Salmon

Volney Tuttle
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Ruth W estcott

H omer H oover

Eugene Sanderson

R. Adams Dutcher
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Mary Work

D. D . Brownell

Gerald Gagel

Alman Jjcrcstad
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J

Mabel Knutson

William N Cooley
( Honorary Member)
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Junior
CHAPTER

Kings

I.

2'.l. But when half way up they saw that
wh ich caused their hearts to sink within
them.
23. The where- with by which to mount
higher had been removed.

r. Now it came to pass in the first year
of the reign of "Sunny J im." that is being
interpreted, Chalmers, that a multitude
were initiated in to the tribe of Nautesevn.
2. On th e twenty-seventh day of the
tenth month of the year appeared a notice
for a meeting of this tribe Nautesevn.
J. And this notice was written in a bold
hand and posted in a public place.
4. And the tribe of Nautesix were sore
afraid and feared many evil th ings.
5. N o w the tribe of Nautesevn gathered
with one accord into the synagogue to
choose those who should !Jc their rulers.
6. And a certain man called Acdillman
was ordained to be thei r chief, and Edwingriffith his vice.
7. For chief scribe and keeper of the
"shekels" chose they Lulnwing from the
house of her father.
8. And a man g reat in stature and possessed . with great strength, whose n ame
was Grantrnorten, was chosen sergeant at
arms.
9. Then arose from the midst o f the
multitude a certain man, saying:
10. "Is it n ot lawful that we adopt tri bal
color s?"
11. And the chief answered him, saying :
"That which thou sayest is true."
12. And turning to the multitude he
spake unto them, saying:
IJ. "Choose ye at this time thy emblem."
Purple and gold were th e colo rs chosen.
14. They also chose one g reat motto:
"T o be, not to scc ni."
15. Then departed th ey from the synagog ue. for it was about the twelfth hour,
and they had not eaten since the seventh
hour.
16. Large and brawny were the men
of this tri be, and they feared no man.
17. N either gave th ey heed to the roarings of any tribe whatsoever.
18. One great gathering and feast had
they during th e winter term, and many
also were the other occasions upon which
this tribe did feast and mak e merry.
19. And it came to pass that they did
rai se a flag high above the chimney.
20. And wh en the "Nautesixs" did bchol,l
this banner they were sorely troubled, and
spake among th emselves, saying :
21. "This thing should not be. Let us n ow
mou nt eve n to the topmost step, and remove that which now disgraceth us."

CHAPTER

II.

1. And it came to pass in the second
year of the reign of "Sunny Jim" that
the tribe of Nautesevn returned to the
synagogue of learning.
2 . A nd there was among them a certain
man called Billcooley, who had great notori ety and red hair.
J. The tr ibe spake among themselves,
saying:
4. "This man would make a great chief
for the tribe of Nautese vn."
5. And with one accord arose they and
proclaimed him chief.
6. V iolagunnison was intrusted with the
keeping o f the records of the tribe, and
Gran tmo rtcn with the "pang."
7. And the tribe waxed strong, and
grew in wisdom, being declared by all to
be fi fty per cent wiser than t he tribe of
Nautesix.
8. And they ate, drank, and made merry,
for th ey had money to burn.
9. And according to th eir custom they
ra ised their banner high above thei r flagpole (chimney).
10. A cer tain man called Samnewton.
from the tri be of Nauteate did shoot it
down.
11. A nd it came to pass, afte r two clays
and one night, that the various tribes were
ho rro r-stri cken at the sight of another
N autesevn banner.
r2. But no power on earth, save that
which placed it there, could remove it.
JJ. But "Prexy," seeing the consternation that prevailed in the other tribes, ordered it to be removed.
14. And it came to pass that he stood
at the foot of the pole and ordered the
banner to be dropped to him.
15. His com mand was fulfilled, and t he
glor ious rag started on its downward
flight.
16. With outstretched arms he stood,
hut e'e r it reached his fond embrace a
man d ashed between, and made away with
the beautiful emblem.
r7. This aroused the angry passions of
"Prexy," and he called after the young
man, say ing:
.
18. "Stop, Mr. Corbin ; stop, stop, im-
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1-1. No w th e Nautc,c,·n ,
were hard
"feeders:· and a g reat fea st was o rdered.
15. And amid great fun and rc,·clry,
the annual was named the .. Jack Rabbi t,'"
and the office the .. Hang Out. ··
16. Now when th e second hour arri\"cd,
the tr ibe did gather up their ga r ments and
depart from th e ·'Hang Out."
17. And many were the other occasions
upon which the tribe of Nautesevn did
spread themselves.
18. Now the tribe of Nautesix planned
and carried into execution a most wond erful and daring "stunt."
19. They spake among themseh·es saying: "We cannot hope to "mix" with tho;.:
big N atitesev ns. but we are so light th at
we can beat them climbing."
20. Accordingly they acted upon the idea
and risked life, limb and pursuit of ha1>p iness in placing thei r flag upon the top o f
the flag pole.
2r. And, a fter finishing thei r man·elous
task, they proceeded to thei r empty beds.
22. Upon awakening in the.. mornin g their
hearts did beat with exceeding joy;
23. For they did behold a snow storm in
all its fury.
. 24. They congratulated themseh·es, saymg:
25. "The Nautesevns can neve r climb the
flag pole in the face of such a sto rm."
26. But the Nautesevns did proceed
forth, bearing a fiery torch o f destruction
in their hands.
27. And straight way moiinted thev to
the platform of the pole, anq rnised iheir
instrument o f de struction uqtjl it made th e
proper connection with the fhl&'·
28. And the tribe of Nautesjx c\id wring
their hands and tear their hair as the
burning " rag" came sailing to Hie ground.
29. After these things th e N'l\uteievns did
apply themselves to the feeqjng of the
Jack Rabbit.
30. And it came to pass that the J ack
Rabb!t was fed . exceedingly ,\;Ill) apd great
was its popularity.

me<liately.
You an<l I shall abi<le together no longer at this college."
19 . But it did not come to pass that the
yo ung man stoppe<l, and th e Aag was ne,· er
again seen by .. Prexy."
CHAPTER

Ill.

And it came to pass at the beginning of the nex t year that a new man appea red in the tribe o f the Nautesevn who~e
name was Rwelliott.
2. And the tribe s~w in him a great
''grafter:· and straight way elected him
chief.
3. And he spake unto the tribe, saying:
"Come, let u s have a feast together." An<l
it was so.
4. The tribe of Nautesix were prudent.
and refrained from monkeying, fo r they
fea red the Nautesevn s with exceeding
great fear.
5. And the chief called the tribe together to complete their organizati on,
6. Jcreich was chosen vice, and Mabelbinnewies keeper o f the "doings," and
Stephenbriggs was elected se rgeant at
arms by an overw helming maj ority.
7. Then spake th e chief unto the tribe,
saying: "It is meet ,that we should compile and publish an annual."
8. And after many days o f careful considerati on it was decided upon.
9. A certain man named Jrkirk was
chosen editor in chief of this great book.
10. And for his " right hand man," or as·
sociate, chose they a woman who was
called Misschristinechristianson by th.:
consent of her father and mother.
11. And, after many days of careful
sea rching, found they a man called Walter sburch, in whom they intru ~ted the position o f business manager.
12 For his assistant, a
certain ma n
called Arthu rcdillman was chosen.
13. And n ow it came to pass that, at
the pleasure o f "AlmigJ,ty Purdy," th e
tribe was granted a room in the Experiment
Station.
J.
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\.Vhen first we entered college,
\ Ve were sure as green as grass;
:\nd to ou r certain kno wledge.
\Ve attended every class.
B11t soon we felt that feeling .
That conquers every Freshman;
And over us came steal ing.
A sense o'mental acumen.
Things that were unknown to us,
vVere kno wn by no mortal man ;

Buf the way that we would cuss,
vVhen we were Aunked in exam.
\Ve managed to work the Profs.
A nd received 011r passing grades;
Next year we were sporty Sophs,
And held diamonds, hearts and spades.
We smoked a nd went to.dances.
Wore good clo thes and foxy sox;
In lessons took g reat chances.
And felt righter than a fox.
But when Juniors we became,
Vve dropped every bad habit;
A nd sought fo r ourseh·es great fame,
Publishing the "J ack Rabbit. "
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R. W. E.-

PROVERBS

CHAPTER

I.

The proverbs of the Junior class.
Chief class of the s. D, A. C.
2. To give subtilty to the Seniors, and
to the Whistlers knowledge and discretion.
3. Oh, ye simple, understand wisdom;
and, ye fools, be ye of an understanding
heart.
4. A wise man will hear and increase
learning; a man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels.
·
5. The fear of the Juniors is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and instruction.
6. Seniors, follow not in the footsteps
of the Whistlers, but hearken unto the resolutions of the Juniors, for they shall be
an eye-opener unto thee.
7. Seniors, drink not the buttermilk
when it showeth no color in the cup:
8. For it containeth no nourishment, and
causes indigestion.
9. Heed, ye, our advice: behold we will
pour out our wisdom unto thee; we will
make known all our wishes unto thee.
xo. Seniors, forget not the resolutions
of the Juniors, but let your hearts keep
their commandments.
II. Trust ye in us with all thine heart:
and lean not unto thine own understanding.
12. In all thy ways acknowledge us and
we shall direct thy paths.
. 13. Be not wise in thine own eyes, fear
ye us and depart from the creamery.
r4. Seetb thou one of thine own aggregation wise in his own conceit? There
is more hope for a Prep than for him.
15. Be not thou envious against the
Juniors, neither desire to be with them.
16. For their hearts study wisdom and
their lips speak with understanding.
17. If thou faint in the days of the
exams thy strength is small.
18. I£ thou sayest, ''behold, we can crib:"
doth not he who giveth the exam consider it?
19. And he that keepeth thy record doth
he not hear of it also? And shall he
I.

not render to every man according to his
works?
20. Seniors, study thou thy lessons with
diligence, and (A's) shall be thy reward.
21. Heed ye the admonitions of the
Juniors and be thou of an understanding
heart now and forever.
CHAPTER

II.

I. Unto thee, Oh Faculty, we call, and
our voice is that of authority.
2. Hear; for we will speak of excellent
things; and the opening of our lips shall
be right things.
3. For our mouths shall speak truth; and
lies are an abomination to our lips.
4. All the words of our mouths are trut~ful, there is nothing froward or perverse m
them.
5. They are all plain to him that understandeth and right to them that find knowledge.
6. Hear ye instruction, be wise and refuse it not.
7. He that Aunketh us, doeth wrong,
and our love is absent from him.
8. Reprove not a Senior, lest he ha~e
thee : rebuke a wise man and he will
love thee.
9. Give instruction to a Senior and he
will be no wiser: teach a Whistler and he
will 11nder~tand thee.
10. Speak not into the ears of a fool;
for he will despise the wisdom of thy
words.
11. Answer not a Senior according to his
folly, lest thou also be like unto him.
12. Withhold not the (A's) from the
bald-heads: for they have been with us
long enough.
13. As he that bindeth a stone in a sli.ng,
so is he that giveth audience to a Senior.
14. He that sayeth unto a Senior, "Thou
art wise," him shall the stuuc,us curse.
Preps shall abhor him.
15. But to them that rebuke him shall
be delight, and a good blessing shall come
upon him.

l

I

The Old ''Hang-out"
How clear to my heart are the scenes of the "Hang-out,"
When fond recollections present them to view,
The ceiling, the window, the pictured walls about,
And every loved spot which the J uniors all knew.
The wide spreading door and the Yale lock upon it,
The chairs and the bench where the "J ACKRABBIT" sat,
The text-books of the class that were used not a bit,
And e'en the "dirty six" that always stood pat.

That canvas covered bQx we hailed as a treasure,
For often times it contained grub for a feed,
We found it a source of an exquisite pleasure,
The purest and sweetest by all 'twas agreed.
How ardent we watched it with faces all g lowing,
And quick to the table we'd all take a run,
When the chocolate cups were filied to overflowing,
And Tuttle \vould announce the fudge to be done.

H ow sweet from the bright sparkling pan to receive it,
As held by fingers it started to our lips,
Not a full ten dollar bill could tempt us to leave it,
'Twas sweet as the nectar which Jupiter sips.
And now far removed from those dear old times of yore,
The tear of regret docs intrusively swell,
As fancy reverts to memories we adore,
And the dear old "Hang-out" that we loved so well.
-R. W. E.
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Junior Election Returns
The best orator.-C.

J.

Reich.

The best ticket seller.-}. R. Kirk.
The most popular boy ( unknown time).-J. G. Morton.
The best boy.-Eugene Sanderson.
The best fudge maker.-Volney Tuttle.
The biggest grafter (selling "Jack Rabbits").-Ross Elliott.
The "prettiest smiler."-Christine Christianson.
The tallest girl.-Ruth Westcott.
The shortest girl.- Rilla McElmurry.
The biggest "whistler josher."-Stephen Briggs.
The best mathematician.-Clare McCordic.
The biggest fusser.-Adams Dutcher.
The most conscientious student.-:\. Fjerestad.
The best "cat catcher."-Gerald Gagel.
The best Bee catcher.-Arthur Dillman.
The greatest keep O'Trooien girl.-Mabel Knutson.
The best boy for a Miner-. -Cecil Salmon.
The most bashful girl.-Mary Work.
The best Latin student.-D. D. Brownell.
The best German student.-Geo. Hofstetter.
The best looking boy.-Walter Burch.
The best Faculty "roaster."-Bruce Elliott.
The most modest girl.-Genevieve Underwood.
1'he quietest girl.-:--Mabel Binnewies.
The best oration writer.-Homer Hoover.
The reddest headed Junior.-William Cooley
Note-(All the girls are the best looking.)
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Y e Seniors of Little Fame,
Take H eed!

W e)

the insignificant, slow, sleepy, lazy, foolish and
down-trodden aggregation of farmers, operating under the
title "Juniors" have, with due thought and consideration
for the reputation and well being of ourselves as well as
for our fellow beings, decided to challenge that worldfamous organization of poets, astronomers, t humb-tack
artists, mechanics, musicians and agricultural artists to a
series of three games of basket ball. The first game to be
played next Friday at 4:r5.

rhe above challenge "broke the
Senior crust," and was never
accepted, although* «tlze Senior
Basket Ball Team could not be
beaten."
• Refer to Senior Clau Hitrory.
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Sophomores
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Class Professor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ............ . Bower T. Whitehead
OFFICERS.
John J. Sperb ............. . ..... . ................ . .......... President
Nellie Kendall ... . ... .. ..... . .... . ............. . ..... Vice-President
Henrietta Kremer .... . ... . .................... . ........... Secretary
Samuel Newton ... . .. ....................... . . . .......... Treasurer
MOTTo- " Onward and Upward."

YELL.

Sopho ! Rah ! ! Sopho ! R ah ! !
Sophs T igers ! Rah ! Rah ! ! Rah ! ! !
COLORS-Orange and Black.

..
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Roll Call
Francis J. Locke
E. E. Avery
Nellie Kendall
Edward Nilsson
Carl G. J ohnson

Amy Kelly
Lewis Kellough
Ernest Holsey
Florence West
Oscar ·Mathews

Robert D. Shaw
Lewis Odland
Ruby Williams
Chester Matheny
Edith Hubbart

Roy J. Clarke
J ohn J. Sperb
Ralph Chilcott
Charles A. Locke
Henrietta Kremer

Clarence Marden
William Perry
Olaf Bergeim
Beatrice Underwood
Fred C. Olberg

George Mayland
Edgar Soreng
Gordon Weeks
Frances. West
Michael J. Wipf

Bartlett L. Harben
Thomas E. Griffith
Lindsey \Vhitehead
Aaron Nelson
Bennie H. Alton

Sarah Caldwell
Horace Ladd
Samuel Newton
Clarence Carpenter
Hallie Hyde

Ha1'old Allison
Darwin U lrich
Loto Underwood
Charles Brown
Jerry Kelley
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SOPHOMORES

The Sophomore Blowout
Once a little notice on the bulletin board fluttered.
Everyone ( ?) saw it and everyone read it.
Th~ Soph boys smiled, the other Sophs "sputtered."
That's true I know, for others have said it.
The notice meant that the boys should come
And in a certain old room should meet.
They met and didn't they make things hum
i\11 about a dance and good things to eat?
They decided to hire in the Grand Opera House
The room where the Reclmen assemble,
And to refresh themselves with-each Soph allows
That this question made his brave ( ?) heart to t remble.
What was the grub ?-just wait and you'll see.
The looked-for night came and Sophomores too,
There were frock coats so neat and dresses so dainty,
There were a score and still the number grew.
Until all were there except modest Mr. Vveeks
\¥ho alone, all alone came quite late,
He had no girl altho he has rosy cheeks,
·w hich glow beneath a light "towy'' pate.
Cold was the room, but the stove and B's hair
Which heated the air of the hall on the south,
Soon comfortable made them and glad to be there.
And played the orchestra for all it was worth.
They waltzed and two-stepped and three-stepped away
Till midnight came with its promising part
Of what do you think? an ice, marguerites and cake
Which Jerry helped serve with a breaking hear t.
\Vhen each had his appetite, hearty, satisfied
With these goodies-an ice, marguerites and cake,
Up to the stove he quickly hied,
For the ice with cold did make them shake.
But oh, the energy of youth will out,
So the music began; the slippery floor to feel,
The rythmic step and the lusty shout
Which accompanies· each up to date ( ?) quadrille .
.Ag-ain they waltzed, two-stepped and three-stepped away,
T ill, of the next day, two short hours had passed,
Till all were weary and loth to be g-ay.
Till "Let's go home" said they all at last.
So with one accord into their togs they got,
And homeward wended their way so fast
That the pace they set was almost a trot
At forty below zero and the dance a thing of the past.
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Class Professor .................................... Ruth A. Wardall

OFFICERS.
John Furnstahl ................................. . ......... President
J ohnson Sarvis ..... .. .................. . ............. Vice-President
Pearl Stonefield . ................. . .......... . . ... ......... Secretary
Robert \i\f atson ............................ .. .. . .......... Treasurer

MOTTo-"Success Crowns Effort."

YELL.

Rae-a-lac! Rae-a-lac! Rae-a-lac-a-line!
Zip boom! Bang boom! N ineteen-nine!

COLORS-Navy Blue and White.

'

J

Ro ll Call
Johnson Sarvis

George Phil lips
F. David Dexter
E rnest Qu iggle
Ral ph Hiltibridle
J oseph Swering

Alvin Kremer
L osey Williams
William H. Bond
Ellen Palm

Rudolph H oel
W innie Paul
H iram Parry
I va Evans
Orland White
Samuel Price
Inga M. Kartrude
John Grudem
Frank A. Brady
George Tubbs

Robert Jones
Ada Erwin
Carl Vernlund
Fred H. Camp
Franc Gore

Frank W. Yocum
Sidney Marquis
Harry Williams
Fred Bowles
Frank N. Wilson

Pearl Stonefield
J ohn Furnstahl
Winifred Catlett
Ray Hall .
Robert Twiss
Guy E. Morrison
Leonard Stromme
V. E. Welker
John Hughes
Harvey Sanborn
Edna Bushnell
Mary vVright
Joseph Hoch
Ora Peterson
Robert Watson
Frank Sperb

Ralph McKeown
Amy Ladd
Ray Roney
Elizabeth Johnson
Fay Atkinson
Joseph Flannery.

(

l
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The Freshman Spread
But when the ninth hour of the twenty-first night of the second month
m the reign of Emperor Furnstahl had come about, the Freshmen drew
near to the gym, and entered, and found ~t decorated fit to kill.

And when

they had all gone a little further they cast their winter cloaks from them
and the girls came forth in summer raiment, beautiful and pleased (with.
themselves).
And while the time at which the lights vanish was drawing nigh their
Prexy besought them all to take meat saying, "This is the fourth hour that
ye have tarried and continued fasting, having taken nothing.

Wherefore

I pray you take some fruit salad fot this is for your health; for verily I
say unto you it tasteth exceeding good."

And when it had thus been spoken,

they took salad, and gave thanks unto the waitress in the presence o f them
all, and immediately they began to eat.

Then were they all of good cheer

and they also took some chocolate, fudge and dates.
And they were in all in the gym, two score and sixteen souls.

And when

they had eaten enough they discovered a certain lateness of ho ur and immediately they committed themselves into their heavily lined garments and
hoisted themselves homeward and to bed.

And when it was yet the twelfth

hour of the next day they were still there.
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Commercial

J

COMMERCIAL CLASS.
Class Professor ...... ...... .. ...... . .... .. . .................. .... .... .. .. .. A. B. Crosier
OFFICERS.
J esse B. Estes........... . ................................... .. .. ....... . ..... President
Elmer Sexauer ........ .. ...... , ................. .... ........ ....... ...... . Vice President
L ora Millman . .. .... .. , . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
William Culhane .... .. .......... . .. .. ....... . ......... , .... ................... Treasurer
Arthur A. Thogerson .... . . ....... . .......... , ........................ .. Sergeant at Arms
ROLL CALL.
Eimer Hively
Frank W elker
J. W. Shinnick
Albert Marske
Ole Thompson
Clarence Potter
Ray Hall
William N. Cooley·
Howard C. Lohr
Walter Trask
Jolm Whitmus
Alma Larson
Hazclle Davis
Florence Landon
William Van Degrift
Bertha Haas
Ada Miner
E~ther J ohn son
Victor Toy
Bennie B. La~vshe
Elmer Sexauer
Jessc B. Estes
Prof. A. B. Crosier
Lora Millman
William Culhane
A. A Thogerson
Ct:a rlc~ Coughlin
Rriy Slran
\V. D. Cassidy
Ethel R,<"e
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Specia l Roll Call
Lila :\lton
A. A. Anderson
Inga And<'.rson
Eva Ilacon
E. V. Bacon
Clara Baker
J ohn Bloom
Gertrndr Benson
Ellen Berg
Al bert Benson
Bernard Berg
I:h ·rbert Blakely
J osie Boersma
Hertha Bloom
S,:die Bowles
Glenn Bryant
D;,vid Burt
W. T. Cassidy
Frances Coburn
J t~sie Cole
Charles Croes
Deverene Danbury
Albert Determan
Nellie Dinsmore
Minnie Dull
Julius Downer
Birdie Erickson
Earl Eustice
Anna Fjerestad
J ennie F oote
Merle Fox
W. H. Giffen
Emma Golz
J. B. Gilchrist
F. F. Gray

Boyd Gray
H. Greenly
Cora Gullick
Mabelle Hall
A lbert Hallstrom
Catherine Handwerk
Christ Hanson
Edward L. Hesna rd
Ma ry Hess
Neta Holden
Fred Hollmann
A. B. Holm
Nellie Hoover
Anna H oxeng
Marie H oxeng
Clark Hurlbut
Winnie Hyde
Ama nda J ensen
Herman J ohnson
Mary J ohnson
H . C. J ohnson
Theo. Knutson
Bertha Larson
Grace Larson
J ohn Larson
Lydia Larson
Elsie Leekley
Thomas McGillivray
Harry Mathews
A. E. Meade
Edna Morrison
P. F. Morrison
Lida Nicholson
Otto Olson
Ruby Orth

J.
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Ruth Peirce
Cecilia Peterson
Clara Peterson
Florence Peterson
Clarence Potter
Elizabeth Prang
Adolph Rohweder
Selma Salmonson
Alvi11 Satter
Amy Schauer
J<•hn Sayer
i.:a Schultz
Edward Sheeler
Grace Shinnick
J . W. Shinnick
Allen Smith
Lewis Smith
Tillie Smith
Henry Stark
F•;arl Sttwart
:\ matl('la Strande
!,la ;:,tr;wde
Thom ,s Strande
J o~eph Struif
Nora Thompson
Lotta Throop
Amy Tal bot
Ole Thompson
T . A. Thompson
H. F. Thorstenson
Pc.. rl E. Tyson
F1 anci ~ W.. lker
J<1e We:Jand
Edich ' 1 anke
Mamie Youngbred

Sub-Freshmen

'1

SUB-FRESHMEI'\

....

SliB-FRESHMA N CLASS.
E. E. Malum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . President
Joseph D. Morrison.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • ... .. . . ... . . . . . ... . ... .......... Vice President
Florence Plocker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .... . . . . . . . .... . . . .. .............. . Secretary
A. A. Orth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer

COLORS :
Ivory and Gold.

ROLL CALL.
·- SL1111pron, Bert
Lr,mpson, Laura
.:11) Loucks, Daniel K.
3J Malum, E. E.
..>, 2..Mara, Hubert W.
3 ~ Malheny, Fred C.
.3'/ Mathews, Arthur
J.5~athew~on, Lynn L.
J (,,.Morrison, Joseph D.
3 7 Murph _,, James P.

/ Barthalow, Rozina
2 Berg, Bernard

.l "/

-~ Bloom, J ohn M
"'/ :Buchholz, Carl G.
5Clark. Ralph S.
L Coakley, Manning
7 Crothers, Harold M.
f' Cruthers, Ralph L.
1:·ngt"n, Alfred C.
/ o E11~tace, Earl H.
I I Farnham, Clinton 0.
I :z. Fickle, Walter L.
/ 3 Frid!ey, Leonard J.
I.Y Fric-ley, Ray
1 :J Geelan. Guy E.
It.. Gerth, H erman F.
' lGrotta, Edwin B.
_nc- Gunni•on, Leslie
/'f Gun11ison, George
2 0 Gutr.her, Ar thur D.
21 Heileman, James
2?.. Hl:nt, Ellis E.
'2 3 J.:,:111scn, Carl E.
:2. 'f Johnson, Elizabeth
zSKeller. Flora
Z <. Keller, Ruby B.
~ 7 Lar\ci, Wm. S.

7

3 (" K,, r~i,, S. E.
1'1 Ort, Albert A.
~a Palm, Andrew W.
"fl Palm, Hannah
"I l. Plocker, Florence

"'13 Po,,gc. .t\lonzo A.

">'j' l{cga:i, J. E.
-,,.r Reinccke, F. A.
'If-, Sh:,rp. Edwin C.
•'fl Thc,rnher, Harvey
.:,$'Tyler. John E.
o/'i Vcth' rhus, Ove
5 t> W 1iliams. Arthur R.
.:,-/ \Vill iam:i, R. Glen
!F.!. Wohih<:ter, Walter P.
.6-1 Wohlr.eter, Vern G.
5"!/' Young, George
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STEAM ENGINEER ROLL.
Martin Axlund

Christian Christianson

John C. Akvick
Alfred Berg
Thoma~ Brcnde

J ohn H. Clark
Maitland Clark
J ohn G. Eggen
Henry Erickson

Charley Barteles
Frank Bryant

William Hesche
Clint Farnham
(Assossinator of Wlueltr's dog.)

Chc~ter Buntrock

Lewis McIntyre
Alb~rt H. Nelson
Ole M. Odland
Fdwarc! Olson
Loyd Otis

Andrew Fossem
John B. Gill
Ralph L. Harris
Albert H inseth
Lawrence L. Haden
Erlgar Hedges

Julius Ranblo

Harry Herbert
William Herbert

J. C.
Jessc

Lawrence F. Hempel
Ray E. Hods
Carlite .Hutchinson
Peter Hugass
E..:win A. Jackson
Ernest J ewett
Lewis J uttlestad
Mathias Kaiser
Roy E. Kimball
Isaac \V. L ere w
Nichol Langhindricks
Raymond Lentz
Francis C. Lynch
Henry Miller
Clarence Morrison

H er:ry Schroeder
George Schutt
l'Pter Sorenson
Henry Rossbach
F.c!ward Tiegen
D . C. Vanderboss
Walter D. Willison
J. P, Wolverson
Edgar 0. Wheeling

Redman
Robbinolt
Charley Rusch
Willi:.im Scott
Ben Schlofle
Lee Slagle
Emil L. Strande
V<·rno1, G. Sypes
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Class

of Steam Engineers
STEAM ENGINEER

I'd love to be a whistler,
And with the whi stlers stand;
With grease upon my nose,
An oil can in my hand.
I'd feel mighty stuck up,
With a good reason, too;
For I'd be a whistler
And with the whistlers chew.

I would not be a Senior,
'Tis hard to be a Prep;
I would not be a Prof.,
Because I'd lose my rep.
I could not be a Junior, .
Because it takes some brain,
But I'd be a whistler.
Ne'er higher point attain.
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R. W. E.

Six-Weeks Scientists

Six-Weeks Scientists
Class of 'o6.

ROLL CALL.
First ( top) row.
Herman A. J oh nson
2. \Villiam Schriever
3. Grover C. Christen son
4. P eter f.eikvold
.;. O ~car C. Peterson
6. Anton P. Soren son
i- A. C. Crouch
8. Kn ute J. Larson
9. William Behrens
10. Oscar Ellefson
1.

I.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Second row.
A. C. Kel sey
l'l'lilo L. Drey
F rank L. Hastings
Henry Thorestenson
George P. Dawes
J ohn W. J ones
Bert 0. Knuteson
Christopher Ruste

Third row.
r. Ralph W. Morser
2. Bernhart Kasten
3. H . N. Romerein
4. He nry E . Hilkemeier
5. A. C. Romere im
6. Olaf Thormodsgard
7. L. E. Jenny
.Fourth (bot tom) row.
A. C. Bingham
2 . Harry O'Neal
3. E . H. Peterson
I.
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Military Roster
COMMANDANT.
George D. Guyer . .......... . ..... ... ..... . . ............ Captain 16th Infantry, U. S. A.
BATTALION FIELD STAFF.
Major .... ..... .. ......... . .. . .... . . . ... • ... . ............ .. .. . . .... Cadet Grant Morton
NON-COMMISSIONED STAFF.
First Lieutenant and Adjutant ..... . . . . . .. , ........ •. ....... : .... .. Cadet C. G. Johnson
Sergeant Major ........... . ..... .- . ........ ..................... Cadet Edward E. Mal um

COMPANY "A."
Captain Cadet Losey Williams
First Lieutenant Cadet Lynn Whitehead
Second Lieutenant Cadet C. Carpenter
F irst Sergeant Cadet W. H. Bond
Sergeant Cadet E. E. Avery
Sergeant Cadet D. W. Ulrich
Sergeant Cadet Francis W alker
Sergeant Cadet B. F. Harbin
Corporal Cadet Fred Matheny
Corporal Cadet Ray Roney
Corporal Cadet F. Bonzer
Corporal Cadet Arthur Mathews
Corporal Cadet Ray Fridley
Corporal Cadet Robert D. Jones
COMPANY "B ...
Captain Cadet Samuel Newton
First Lieutenant Cadet Charles Brown
Second Lieutenant Cadet J. P. Furnstahl
First Sergeant Cadet Ralph Chilcott
Ser11:eant Cadet Clarence Marden
Sergeant Cadet Edward Nilsson
Sergeant Cadet Fay Atkinson
Sergeant Cadet Ray Hall
Corporal Cadet F. J. Locke
Corporal Cadet J. S. Flannery
Corporal F. J. Fridley
Corporal Cadet Owen Hyde
Corporal Cadet J essie Estes
Corporal Cadet William Perry
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COMMISSIONF.D OFFICERS

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

BAND MEMBE RS
J . P . !\fann.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. Director

M . T . Kennedy, Solo Clarinet
T. B. Kel ly, First Clarinet
A . l r. Bartels, First Clarinet
Ah·in Kreme r, Second Clarinet
T. C. \V C'ston. Second Clarinet
Ira Branch, Third Clarinet
Ernest Quiggles, F ourth Clarinet
B. H. Alton, Soprano Saxophon e
J er ry Kd ly, Solo Cornet.
Allan Smith, Solo Co rnet
Er:,cst 1-:olscy, Solo Cornet
R H. L~wshc, First Cornet
L('\l'iS 1'ello ugh, First Cornet
1 . W. Smith, First Cornet
V. G. Wohlheter, Second Cornet
\; ictor T oy, Second Cornet
Will Vandegrift, Third Cornet
A. A. Anderson, Fourth Cornet
J. R. Kirk, First Alto
A. A. Ort. Second Alto
W. P. Wohlheter, Second Alto
Ralph McKeown , Third Alto
Dcven: Danburg, Fourth Alto
A. C. Dillman, First Baritone
E lmer Sexauer, Second Baritone
V. D. Wilcox, First Trombone
F. H. Camp, Second Trombone
James Holleman. Second Tenor
B. G. Van Osdel, Bb Bass
G. ~I. Aldrich, Tuba
A. ~1. Halls, Tuba
David B.,rt, Tenor Drum
Jo!n Sp,~rb, Bass Drum
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J.

C. REICH

OFFICERS OF ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

Officers ~/ the Athletic Associatio n
President . ..... .... ... . ... .. . ...... .................. .................... W ill iam Cooky
First Vice President. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .. . .. . . .... .. ..... J ohn Spero
Second Vice Presidc11 t ........... .... .. .. ............... . ....... .. . . . .... Benjamin Alton
Stc.retary .. ·. - . - .. .. . ........ ... . . ... . ....... . ................. ........... Volney Tuctie
Treasurer

............ .. . ...... .. ... . . .. . . .. . ..... . ..................... . Oliver Grace

MO.' WGRAM BOARD.
P ro f. J. H . Wheeler
Dr. E. A. Lentz
Hon. Aubrey Lawrence
P resident Robert Slagle
\Villi;,·11 Juneau
\Villid111 Cooley
Volney Tuttle
Ober Grace
I saac Johnson

Captain

Frc<l Coller
Jc,hn C. Reich
Volney Tuttle
Fre,'i Coller

MANAGERS AND CAPTAINS.
Tnck Team
F.)oth:iJI Team
Baseball Team
!.ask:ttal! Team
Coach, Vvilliam Jmu:au
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Manager
A. M. Seeger
Oli\'er Grace
Bert Yc.rk
Jol.,1 R. Kirk

3n ~tmortam
At the close of the football season our friend and
Coach, William Baine, left us for a few weeks' vacation at home. While there he was suddenly stricken
down by the grim hand of death, never more to urge
our athletes on to victory. Through his gentlemanly
conduct and his earnest desire and effort to develop
a winning football team, he won for himself the admiration and friend ship of all with whom he came in
contact while here.
Every member of the football team and of the
student body extend to his relatives their sincerest
sympathy.

WILLIAM jUNEAU
O ur New Coach and Director of Athletics

12.'3

Fo ot-Ball
OFFICERS.
Oliver Grace .. .... . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manager
J. C. Reich........ ... .. . . .. . . . .
. . .......... ... .... .... ............. . . . . . .... Captain
William Baine.. ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coach
TEAM.
Name and P osition

Age Weight

Bowles, Left End ......... . . . .' ... 21
Reich. Left Tackle ...... . ...... . 20
Johnson, Left Guard .. . .. . ....... 20
Grace, Cente r ................... 26
Youngberg, Right Guard ... . .. ... :.!3
McCordic, Right Tackle ....... .. . 26
Tuttle, Right End ..... . . . ........ :22
Chilcott, Quarter Back ... .. ..... 18
Fox, Left Half Back ... ... . .. .. .. 23
Coughlin, Right Half Back . . .. . .. 19
Mathews, Full Back .............. 22
Matheny, Half. ........... .. ..... 19
H ugh es. F ull Back ... .. ....... .. 18
McGilli vray, Quarter ....... .. .... 18
Atkinson, End . ..... . ............ 19
Dcnhart, End ... ... .. . .... .. . .... 20

175
190
172
178
162
184

126
148
164
16o
146
155
165
165
150
159

FOOTBALL SEASON OF 1904.
S. D. A. C. 28, Flandreau Indians o
S. D. A. C. 11, Madison H. S. s.'
S. D. A. C. 5, Mitchell 6.
S. D. A. C. 15, Huron o.
S. D. A. C. 16. Madison H. S. o.
S. D. A. C. 6, University of S. D. 6.
S. D. A. C. o, Mitchell 10.
Total points. season 1904, S. D. A. C. 81;
Opponents 27.
FOOT BALL SEASON OF 1905.
Date
October 7, S. D. A. C. 46, Flandreau Indians o.
October 22, s. D. A. C. 28, Madison H igh
School o.
October 28, S. D. A. C. o, Wesleyan University 24.
November II, S. D. A. C. o, Minnesota 81.
No1•ember 21, S. D. A. C. o, University of
S. D. 17.
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Ba se Ball T eam
BASE BALL TEAM.
John Hollister. .... . .... .............. Coach
Volney Tuttle .......... . ..... . . . .... Captain
Bert York ....................... . . . Manager

Matheny, Sub. Pitcher.
Johnson, Catcher.
Boyden, 1st Base.
Fridley, Sub. Right Field.
, Wipf, 3d Base.
Howg. 2d Base.
Brown, Pitcher.
Bowles, Right Field.
Reinecke, Center Field.
Kirk, Short Stop.
Coughlin, Pitcher.
Atkinson, Sub. 1st Base.
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BASKET BALL TEAM

Bas ket Ba ll
John R. Kirk .. . . .. . . ........ . . ..... Manage r

Fred Coller ... . . . ... . ........... . ... Captain

TEAM.
Name.

Position.

J. Kirk, Center.
R. Ell iott, R ight Forward.
B..\!ton, l e ft Forward.
S. Briggs, Right Guard.
F. Co ller, Left Guard.
C. Coughlin, Sub. Guard.
R. Fridley, Sub. Guard.
R. D. Burghardt, Sub. Forward.
BASKET BALL SEASON
S. D. A. C. 32, Tracy 8.
S. D. A. C. 22, Vl/atertown 7.
S. D . A. C. 8, Aberdeen 25.

S. D. A. C. 39, Redfield 45.
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1900.

l;l(J

A. i\f. $('cgcr ... . ........ . .... ... ... Manager
F red A. Co ller ...... . . . .......... . ... Captain
J oh n H ollister ........... . ... .... ....... Coach

Name
Age
Harry Mathews ....... . . .. ....... . 23
William Cooley .................. . 22
Fred Coller . .............. ..... . .. r8
Carl Reich ........................ 20
Adolph Seeger . . .. . . .............. 21
Eugene Corbin .................. .20
J ohn Sperb . ............ .. . . ...... 21
John Lockhart. .................. 18
Ralph Miller ..................... . 22
Ralph Chilcott .................... 18
Ben Alton .................. . ..... 20
J ohn Furnstahl ................... 19
D. D. Brownell .......... ... .... . . 20
Arthur Koch .......... . .......... 21
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Class
'05
'Oi

'o6
'07

'?5
'o8
'o8
'09
'05
'o8
'o8
'09
'07

'o6

Girls Ba sk et Ball Team
J.

R. Kirk ... . . .. . ....... . . . .. . . ....... Coach

Minnie Dull
Nettie Holden
Fear! Stonefield
Elsie Leekley
Christine Christianson
Hazclle Davis
Dinah Larson
Lida Nicholson
Jennie Hanson
Edna Morrison

I

STATE MEET
S. D. I. A. A. A. 190 5, at Yankton
Event
First
50,Yd. Dash ......... L. Allen, Y
I-Mile Run ......... Corbin, B
Running High JumpHardy, M.
Pole Vault ...... .... Mathews, B.
120-Yd. High Hurdle. Warren, Y.
Shot Put ............ Reich, B.
44o·Ya. Run ......... Corbin, B.
220· Yd. Low Hurdle. Armin, Y.
JOO· Yd. Dash . ... .. . Coller, B.
~-Mile Run .•...... Corbin, B.
220-Yd. Dash ....... Coller, B.
2-Mile Run .......... Corbin, B.
Broad Jump ......... Coller, B.
Hammer Throw ..... McCordic, B.
Discus . . ......... . ... Weak, M.
Total Points: Brookings, 87;

I'

Record
~econd
Third
A. Allen, Y.
Seeger, B.
s 3-5 Sec.
Sperb, B.
Godfrey, Y.
4 Min., 45 Sec.
Binford, B.
Blake, H.
s Ft., 7 1-2 In.
Warren, Y.
IO Ft., 9 1·2 In.
Chilcott, B.
Binford, B.
Alton, B.
17 4-5 Sec.
Koch, ,B.
36 Ft., 4 In.
McCordic, B.
Lockhart, B.
Allen, Y.
52 4·5 Sec.
Seeger, B.
28 1-5 Sec.
Allen, Y.
L. Allen, Y.
A, Allen, Y.
10 1-5 Sec.
Cooley, B.
LeCount, Y
2 Min., 4 1·5 Sec.
L. Allen, Y.
Seeger, B.
24 2·5 Sec.
Sperb, B.
Dunn, Y.
10 Min., 32 Sec.
20 Ft., 3 ·I ·2 In.
Hardy, M.
Lockhart, B.
Reich, B.
Hunt, M
132 Ft., 4 In.
Hunt, M.
99 Ft., 4 In.
McCordic, B.
Yankton, 3i; Mitchell, 17; Huron, I; Redfield, o.

DUAL MEET
S. D. A. C. vs University of South Dakota
May

I I

th, I 90 5 at Brookings

Event
First
Second
50-Yd. Dash .... . ..... ... . Coller, A. C.
Stolland, Ver.
100-Yd. Dash .............. Coller, A. C.
Stolland, Ver.
220-Yd. Dash ............. Coller, A. C.
Stolland, Ver.
440-Yd. Dash ............. Stolland, Ver.
Lockhart, A. C.
88o-Yd. Run ............... Myers, Ver.
Corbin, A. C.
I-Mile Run ......... . ..... Corbin, A. C.
Sperb, A. C.
2-Mile Run ............... Woodworth, Ver.
Sperb, A. C.
Shot ,Put. ................ Reich, A . .C.
McCordic, A. C.
Pole Vault . ............... Mathews, A . C.
Lehne, Ver.
High Jump ................ Meyers, Ver
Bin ford, A. C.
220 Low Hurdles . ........ . Myers, Ver.
Ayers, Ver.
120 High Hurdles ...... . .. Myers, Ver.
Ayers, Ver.
Broad Jump ..... . ......... Coller, A. C.
Huff, Ver.
Hammer Throw ........... Reich, A. C.
McCordic. A. C.
Discus Throw ............. McCordic, A. C.
Reich, A. C.
Relay Won by ............. S. D. A. C.
Total Points : S. D. A. C., 66; Vermillion, 44.
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Record
5 3·5 Sec.
10 1-5 Sec.
24 Sec.
54 Sec.
2 Min., 7 4· 5 Sec.
4 Min., 50 2-5 Sec.
11 Min., 42 Sec.
36 Ft., 'J in.
IO Ft., II In.
s Ft., 7 In.
27 Sec.
16 2-5 Sec.
21 Ft., 2 1-2 In.
125 Ft., 9 In.
102 Ft., 6 1-2 In.

S. D. A. C. T rack Records
so-Yard Dash ........ .. . . . . .. A. G. Port. .......... . ... . ... 5 1-5 Sec.
100-Yar<l Dash ............... A. Seeger, 1904 ...............

IO

Sec.

220-Yard Dash .. . ........ . .. . McP. ' Hayter, 1902 ........ . . . 22 1·5 Sec.
440-Yard Run . .... . . ...... . .. McP. Hayter, 1901 ........... 50 3-5 Sec.
1-Mile Run . .. . ......... . .. . .. McP. H ayter, 1902 . ..... ..... 4 Min., 41 2-5 Sec.
2-Mile Run .. ..... . . .. . ...... Eugene Corbin, 1905 . .. . . . ... 10 M. 32 Sec.
Sho t Put. .............. . .... .J. C. Reich, 1905 ............. 36 Ft., 7 In.
Hammer Throw .... . .. . . . ... A. J ohnson, 1903 .. ...... .... . 135 Ft., 4 In.
Broad Jump .............. . .. T . Boyd, 1904 . .......... . .... 21 Ft., 7 In.
Pole Vault. ............ • ... H. E. Mathews, 1905 ........ IO Ft.,

II

In.

Discus Throw .......... . ..... .A. J ohnson, 1903 .. ........... 103 Ft., 2 In.
High J ump ....... . . . . ... . ... W. M. Binford, 1904 ......... 5 Ft., 8 In.
220 Low Hurdles ........... . . A. Se~ger, 1903 . . ........... .. 25 2-5 Sec.
1 20

High Hurdles . ... . . . ..... T. H. Ruth, 1903 ......... .. . r6 2-5 Sec.

Athletics

i\fter many hard fought contests extending over a period of six years
the prize cups have been safely land ed in the archives of the South Dakota
Agricultural College, there to remain as a lasting memento to the pluck, perseverance and physical endurance of the members of the S. D. A. C. Athletic
Association.
It is surely a great honor to them, considering the very d iscouraging
circumstances which surrounded the organization of the association and the
result of the first contest for the cup, which was won by Vermillion at Brookings in 1898.
The following year the cup was won by Yankton; in 1900, Mitchell was
the proud possessor. The year following this, however, in 1901, the Brookings
athletes went down to Mitchell, captured the prize, and brought it home fo r
the first time. The year 1901 is the milestone from which we record our
ath letic superiority. It was in that year that Hayter did his great work for
the S. D. A. C. From that year unti l this we have experienced nothing but
victory after victory. Each year increasing our leacl over the other members o f

the Intercol legiate A sociatio11 until now we stand without a successful competitor in the state. The athletes ,re have de,·eloped here in the S. D. A. C.
are such men as Hayter, Hoard, Shaw, Boyd, Smith, Seegar, Mathews, Johnson. Binford, Ruth and Corbin. They could successfully compete with the
best athletes in the West.
\i\Then in 1903 the athletes from the S. D. A. C. met and overwhelmingly
defeated the champion Hawkeye track team from Ames, our j oy knew no
bounds. The prevailing o pinion was that our track work had reached its high
water mark, ancl when James Temple, the trainer and coach who had placed
the track team on such a fine basis, left us so uncermoniously, many thought
our doom was complete. But the calamity howlers, as usual, were again to
be clisappo intecl. for in the fo llowing year the University of North Dakota
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had the courage to scalp themselves on the stonewall of our victorious track
team.
With the scalps of Ames, Iowa and Grand Forks, N. Dak., track teams
snugly tucked away under our belt, we have been flashing our bowie knife at
Minnesota. They have showed their good sense by respectfully declining the
opportunity to relieve us of our trophies.
The Universit'y of South Dakota has repeatedly tried (by every means)
to dislodge us from our rising pedestal, but as yet have not made much of an
.
.
1mpress1on.
We do not consider them of much account in track work, but we continue to meet them, because it is an established custom and occasionally they
offer us good practice.
Most of our star men of last year are back again in college this year;
they are Coller and Lockhart in the sprints, Sperb and Cooley in the Jong
distance runs, and Reich and McCordic in the field events. They are a
nucleus around which it is hoped to develop a team which will go down in
history as the greatest team which ever donned spiked shoes at the S. D. A. C.
The honor of our successes lies not alone with the individual members of
the track team whose brilliant achievements have won for them so many gold
and silver medals, but to the officers and members of the association and to
the citizens of Brookings a large meed of praise is due for the encouragement given the boys on every occasion, and all share alike in the glory of their
achievements.
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Milt onian Ro"ll
Bennie A1ton
I .ila Alton
!Jarry Allison
l nC'1. Aldrich
Charles Brown
Stephen Briggs
Clara Baker
Bee Bonested
Glenn Bryant
Eva Bacon
Fred Bowles
Frank Brady

Wylie Barrett
Raltlh Chi lcott
Freel Coller
Ellery Chilcott
William Cooley
Charles Coughlin

Frances Cockburn
Sarah Caldwell
J essie Cole
W inifred Catlett
Gladys Davies
Adams Dutcher

J ohn Furnstahl
O scar Mathews
Edward Malum
George Mayland
Pearl Stonefield
Clare McCordic

Jesse E stes
Franc Gore
J ohn Grudem
Hallie Hyde
Ernest Holsey
J ohn Hughes

Nellie Kendall
David Dexter
Allie Matheny
Elmer Stxauer
Thomas ~mith
Laura Millman

Clarence Marden
Iva Evans
Edna £,·ans
Ada Erwin
Al £red Erstad
Henrietta Kremer

Ora Peterson
Samuel Price
Air 1110 Poage
Hiram Parry
Amy Sch:.uer
Robert S haw

Jerry Kelley
John Kirk
Els ie Leekley
Francis Locke
Alber t Marske
Florence P locker

William Van Dcgrift
Chester Matheny
Philester Morrison
Alber t Ort
Ruth Pierce
R af Rc,ney

Frank Sp(.rb
Victor 1 oy
John Sperb
Frances West
Harry G. Williams
Fkrence West
Mike Wipf
R obert Watson
Losey Williams.
Frank Yocum
Lir.dsey Whitehead
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Mem bers

ef the

Athenian Society

ROLL.
Aldrich, Malcolm
Avery, E lmer
Beatty, Lois
Bem, Robert
Bergeim, Olaf
Bond, w. H.
Binnewies, Mabel.
Brownell, D. D.
Brownell, Ellen
Burch. Walter
Burghardt, Roy
Carpenter, Abbie
Camp, F. H.
Christianson, Christine
Clarke, Roy
Dillman, Ar thu r
Elliott, Ross
Enger, A. C.
Fickle, W. S.
Flannery, Joseph
Goltz, E mma
Grace, Oliver
Greenly, Jay
Griffith, Edwin
Gunnison, George
Gu nnison, Leslie
Cutcher, A. D.
Harben, B. L.
Haas. Bertha
Hofstetter, George
Hollman, James
Hoover, Homer
H ubbar t, Edith
Hall, Mabel
J ohnson, C. G.
Jones, R. D.

Kellough, Lewis
hcnnar<l, Frank
Ke:iy, T . B.
Knox. Arthur
Koc h, Arthur
Kr:•:t! <:>n, Mabel
Ladd, Amy
Ladd, 8herman
Larson, Maude
Locke, Charles
Moffatt, Margaret
Monon. Grant
Nelson, Aaron
Nilsson, Ed
North, S. E.
Ph1Jlips, George
Prit..c. Don
Reicn, Carl
Reich, R ose
Stowman, Ross
Salmon, Cecil
!::>lagle, Lee
Sanc!en O!l, Eugene
Soreng, Edgar
Stromme, Leonard
Smith, E. A.
· Thcmps0n, Nora
Thornber, Jessie
Tt ask, \','alter
011:lerwood, Genevieve
Underwood, Loto
UnJerwood, Beatrice
Vemlund, Carl
Westcott, Ruth
'\,\'hitc. Orland
Young!>e:g, Guy
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Members

if the

Euterpe Society

Andrews, Alice
Barthalow, Rozina
Branch, Ira
Crothe1s, Harold
Dull , i\1innie
E.,te,, Jc~se
Fjer<.'stad, Anna
l lr,rza. ~fabel
I-ioxcng, J\r.na
Jerlow, l\iorri~
J<'i1mon. Mary, Secretary
1.:irfon, Bertha
Lar,on, Emma

Lawrcnc..:. E thel
M;:nn .

J.

P.

Rice. Ethel
Salmo:1~ on, Selma
Schaner. Amy
Schocn wNher. Alice
Smith. Lewis
Smith. Tillie
Talbot, Amy

Throop, Lotta
Westcott, G. R., President
vV rston, Ni na
Zcllrr, Leonard
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~l e m bers

if the

Art

!\vt'ry, Elmer
Bu~hne ll, E dna
Caldwell, Ada
Dav ies, Gladys
F ishback, Myra
Goddard. Maude
Kelly, Amy

Kel ly, T. B.
Kendal l, Krele
Ku1dall, Nellie

Kremer, Henrietta.
l\Jilkr, Mrs. E. C.
M illcr, Ralph
Norton, Frank
Norton, Mrs. F. A.
Pa r ry, Hiram

Peirce, Rnth (Secy.)
Phillips, Louise C. (P res.)
Reich, Rose
Trooicn Ole
Thornbcr, Edith
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Club

T he Industrial Colleg ian Staff
Bee Bonesteel ... .. ... . ..... •.. . .. ......... • ... ..... .. ... ... .. ... . ........ Editor in Chief
E. E. Avery ... .. .... ...... . • .... .... ..... . ..... . ... . .. . . ......... .. ..... Associate Editor
J ohn

J.

Sperb ........ . . . .... . . ... .... . . .. .. , ..... . .. .. ................. Business Manager

ASS1STANT EDITORS.

G. M. Aldrich
G. R. Wescott
Ben A lton

R. D. Burghard t
J ohn R. Kirk
Fred A. Coller

R. A. Dutcher
Nellie Kendall

Genevieve U nderwood

Ccc iI Salmon
Oliver Grace
Abbie Carpenter
Samuel Newton

Henrietta Kremer
Arthur C. Dillman
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Nellie, President
l3ranrh. Ira, Secretary and Treasurer
Peter,, Mrs. Ma11d Vaughan, Jnstrm:tor
Alrick Thea
Bro1\ ncll, Ellen
Christianson, Christine
Da"ies, Gladys
Dull, Minnie
E rwin, Ada
E,·an,, Edna
Goltz, Emma
Gullick, Cora
-<:-.·- · Hesnard, Edwa rci
Holl111an, Fred
Hul.,barl. Edit h
Hyde, Winnie
Kartrudc, Inga
Ladd, !\my
Ladd, l Joracc
Lamont, Leon
Morrison, Lester
Nicholson, Lida
Paul, Wi11nic
Peterson, Ora
Reeves, Ellen
Sperb, Frank
Spcrb, John
Stark, Henry
Thompson, Nora
Trask, Walter
Trask, Walte r
Underwood, Lotta
West, Florence, Vice President
Williamson, F rank
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Pharm acy

Club

ROLL.
Harry Allison

M.

J. Wipf

Olaf Bcrgcim
Gladys D :w ies
Bartlett Harben

Charle~ A. Locke
Andrew B. Holm

Colors:

Red and Black.

15.5

g;

Cl\' I L ENG I NEE R' S CLUB

Members of the Civil Engineers Club
Aldrich, G. Malcolm, P resident

Cra1lf', A. B.
Furnst:.J1i, John

l rugh,:s, John
Marq1:i,, Si<lney, Treasu rer

'.\fanlt-11, Clarence, Vice President
:\foyland, Geo rge
Ort, A. A.

l'arry, Hiram, Sergeant at A rms
Sanborn, Han·cy
Shaw. R. D.
Spcrb, Frank
Sperb. John, Secretary
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ORATO RI CAL ASSOCI ATI ON
R UTH Wasc OTT, Secretary and T reasurer
CLA RK M cC01u )1c , Vice P rc,idcnt

C. M.

160

ALOAJC H,

r,c,idcnt

STU DENT BOARDING CLUB
JOHN S P UD
;\fa""l "'
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Y. M. C. A.
and .

Y. W. C. A.

By CLARE M cCORDIC and
R UTH W ESCOTT

Y. M. C. A. and y. W. C. A.
·"

M. T. KENNEDY
G en<ral Secretary fo r North and South Dakota
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Y. M. C. A. CABINET

)

Y. W. C. A. CABI NET
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The Young Men's Christian Association o f the S. D. A. C. has been fortunate <luring the last t,,·o years in the presence o f a General Secretary. By
the arrangement entered into in the spring o f 1904, M. T. Kennedy o f Illinois
College. ' 04, was ca lled to take up the work o f State Secretary for the colleges o f North and South Dakota, one-ha lf o f his time to be given to the
work in S . D. A. C. A s was to be expected this arrangement has tended
to increase Y. NL C. A . interest among the fello ws and as a result the association has begun to take a more prominent place in the life o f the co llege.
E specially helpful in this ad vance has been the possessio n o f a ne"· home.
During the summer the bare and unattractive quarters occupied fo r a number
o f years in the N orth building were enlarged and completely reno vated ,Yith
the aid o f paint and paper. With a new equipment o f chairs. curtains and
rugs the a ssocia tio n no w has a home at once commo dious and attracti ve.
The inauguration al so o f a po licy of strong representatio n at the Lake Geneva
Conference signifies a steady gro wth in association \\"Ork. L ast summer five
men went from S. D. A . C.. the largest delegation in its history. and enj oyed
the ten days o f pleasure and profit in that g reat gathering o f 500 co llege men.
Incidentally the S. D. A . C. delegation took an acti,·e part in winning fo r the
Dakotas fourth place in the conference meet.
The regula r lines o f association work h ave been fo llo\\'ed thro ug h the
y ear. The Stag social s held at the beginning o f each term ha ve been \\'ell
attended and ha ve won for themsel ves a place in the college ca lendar as
filling a distinct need in the opening week o f school. N ig ht g roups fo r Bible
study w ere formed in different parts o f town early in the F all term and continued throughout the winter. with an enrollment o f a little over seventy-fi ve
men. These little informal group meetings in the fell o\\'s' rooms are uot a local
affair, but are a part of the army o f 30.000 college men throughout the country engaged in the same study. The Sunday a fternoon meetings have been
la rger th is year than before, the average attendance being about fo rty-five.
The special feature of the Winter term was the Mid- Winter Ca rni vc1 l
held in the gymnasium. This was a decided innovation. and. with its ,·oting·
contest, Dutch band and other attractions. scored a success. , iVith the fonds
realized from the Carnival three delegates-two from the Y . W. C. A . and
one from the Y. M. C. A. , w ere sent to the Fifth International Conventi on o f
the Student V olunteer movement at N ashville, Tennessee, the greatest missionary gathering ever assembled in the hi story of the church. Ten men
represented S. D. A . C. at the State Convention at Y a nkton. and it is planned
to send a strong delegatio n to Lake Geneva thi s summer.
The association is progressing. but as yet is but touching the frin ge
o f its o ppo rtunities and fi eld. It is the one o rg-ani zation in college whi ch
should unify a ll others a nd every student sho11lcl find within it a place. where.
for hi s o wn good a nd fo r th e college. he can work tog ether w ith all fo r the
attainment o f those things th at upbuild anct make fo r lhe best in student life.
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·1 ill~ Yol111g \\'oman·:, Christian .\ssociation is an o r ganization for the
mutual benefit of all co llege girls along the lines of religious living and practical Chri stianity. One denilitmal meeting is held each week in the Association
r oom. These meeting-; are Jed nsualiy by o ne of the girls, but occasionally
by ladies CJt the L<1\\'ll or members of the faculty. Practical work is clone along
the line of aidi11g t he 11e\\' girls. by meeting the trains at the beginning of each
term, assisting- them in finding- nioms a nd board, and attention in cases of
sickness.
The Bible a11d :.\ I i~siun Study Classes are a great factor in this work,
about t\\'enty-11,·c being cnrulkd in Dible Classes, and about ten in the Mission Study. The benefits of this sy:::tematic study are at once apparent.
There are three st11dent rnlunteers among our number and the interest in miss ions is ~teadily inc reas ing through their efforts.
The . \ssociation has prospered during the past year , the membership has
increased a11<1 much has been dune financially. \Ve were enabled last summer
to send four de legates to the Summ er Conference at \,\Taterloo, Iowa, more
than hacl 1Jre,·ious ly heen sent by the Association. In addition to this two
delegates ,rcre sent to the Student Internatio nal Convention at Nash vi lie,
Tenn., and plans are being made to send at least four to the conference at
\Vaterloo next summer. The be11efits of these great confer ences can hardly
be overestimatccl, both to tl1e Association wo rk as a whole and to our individual , \ ssociation. \ \'e fed that our efforts alo11g this line ha,·e been mo re
than rewarded by the enthusiasm with which our deleg:ates take up the work
on return :ng ho me.
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By STE PH EN F. BRIGGS and
R. ADAMS DUTCHER
108

Brookings, America.
Dear Reader:
The reason \\'e say ''dear'' reader is because we don't know you-probably if we did kno,,· yon we wou ld n' t say it. This part of the book is
called "Slips and Slides." Confidentially speaking, it is mostly slips. This
department is supposed to be funny: we have tried our best to make it so.
If perchance you run across anything that is not funny-laugh anyway, for
if you laugh the \\'Orld laughs \\'i th you ; weep and you weep alone. 0£
course a person always wishes to weep alone. If this is a diagnosis of your
case turn to the eulogy 0 11 the Sen ior class and for their sakes weep large
briny tears, fo r in this \\'Oriel we die but once.
I-loping this will please you, we are ever,
Yours respectfully,
EDITORS OF SLIPS AND SLIDES.
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Children's D epartment
Dear Sirs:
I am modest, bnt as this is in confidence fll tel l you l am the President
of the Senior Class. I like the Jun iors all but o ne, who is a regular "Butt-inski." I am not a flirt but I like to look nice and I always carry a looking glass
and comb in my pocket.
Confidentially yours.

F. K.
Dear Jack Rabbit :
I am a little girl who has red hair; but I like red hair and so do some of
the boys, 'cause they told me so. I am very popular; I can debate and orate
and recite and I am editor of our Collegian, wh ich is an awfully good paper.
I can go with any boy in college but there are only two or three that I really
like.
B. B.
Dear Jackrabbit:
I am a. handsome little black eyed fellow, and once I had a lovely beard
but I lost it o ne night. I like g irls and fudge and the girls like me. I am a
bright boy. and I can debate. once I won a debate. I am on ly twenty years
Goodbye,
old. I can't think of anything more thi s time.
.
R
(
)
ARTIIUR
Kocr-1.
P . S.- I Iove fl owers, espec1a 11 y '-Ose s .
:.\Jy very dearest Jackrabbit:
I thot I would write a nice little Jetter to put into your ne\\' book. .\I I
the boys like me and all the. g irl s a re jealous of me because I have such a
beautiful complexion. but you \\'on ·t tell anybody that I got it at Kendall's
\\'ill you?
Every time we have a spread they put me on the refreshment committee
because I can make such delicious menus.
I'm ,·ery sorry I cannot write more this time.
Yours most affectionate,
RosE.
P. S.-1 am 0!1ly 16 years old.-R. R.
Dear Jack Rabbit :
I am ,·ery good looking but my forehead is wri 11klecl \\'hich shows tbat
I am a very deep thinker and I have had troubles of my own . But I can
sing so melodiously that l can ban ish the cares of others. [ am really a
second Prof. Mann. I am President of the C ivil Engineers Society. Because
J am so very precocious I ha,·e an excelle11t "stand- in" with the faculty.
Yours,
G. ~L :\LDRLCIL.
P. S.- Just as a joke let me add that lam a11 all -fired goucl fello~v and
the girls a ll like me, but 1 am spoken fo r.
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The Jack H.abhit:
I am a handsome yuu11g man. 1 am rather graceful and tall.
I ha ,·e a Yery acule sen~·r uf ho nor \\ hen it comes to note books. I
am about the only mechanic a11d c:1gineer at the S. D. A. C. The other boys
don ' t kno\\' ~,ear as much as I dn hut some of them think they do. This is
all I can \\'rtte Lo you lo-day. T must go an<l pull weeds for my mother in
the garden.
Yours respectively,
ALFRED }. ERSTAD.

P. S.-I could write a whole lot of other things but I must go and saw
w ood to help pay for that plate g las:- - a je.
Dear J ack Rabbit:
I am ,·ery tired thi ,; l'. ::\I . a nd my head aches hnt I wanted to do something but f didn't want to :-tudy s<J T though I would write you a letter. I
do not t ake part i11 athletics nor c!o aur hard work becau se mamma said that
all I could do ,,·as to get rny kssons a1;d go to the social affairs of the college.
I never go to anything i11 the evening unless I have a nice escort and guess
that's why J stay at home so much. It's very nice to be married and be
queen in 011e·s ow n l1omc t·,·en if it isn't but a little cottage big enough fo r two.
I am too tired to ,nite any more :mcl .r must not think too hard for my
head aches so.
Sincerely yours,
EDNA EVANS.

Dear Jackrabbit :

I room ,r ith dea r Rl)sc 1-'..cicll. httt tlwy tell me I have absorbed some
o f her li vely temper. I am president of the Y. W. and all the girls and some
of the boys like me pretty ,·.-el l- at least J know of one- a big tall one in our
class that does. I 5hal l be very sorry when I graduate because then I won't
be able to help the g irl s to he good any mo re.
S incerely,
ELLEN BROWNELL.

Dear Jack Rabbit :
I am a very busy g irl. !mt i,·i ll take a little time to write t o you. There
is o ne boy that I like better than any of the others. He is in my Pharmacy
C lass too.
I a m very studiott:-i and work hard and [ ' n, most always tired. I'm
ti red now so 1 wont \\' rite nn y more.
S incerely yours,
GLADYS DAVIES.

D ea r Jack Rabbit:
I'm not at all s low if 1 am a Senior. 1 study when the spirit moves me
and play basket bal l the rest of the time. I'm a good student and a good
athlete and t he youngest boy in my class. I am a good debater and never
get rattled. Seniors, and things like that clon ·t get rattled.
r never fuss a nd I think IO\·e is a clelusio n.
Respectful ly yours.
FRED COLLER.

1,1

(

Dear Jack Rabbit:
I play foot ball, feed pigs, and make butter; I guide the Athletic Association thru troubled waters and help run the Senior Class. T o tell the truth
there isn' t much I don't do except shine in literary society and attend prayer
.. meeting regularly.
I must go down to the barn now so can't write any more this time.
Yours,
OLIVER GRACE.

Dear J ack Rabbit:
Tho I'm a Senior I am a boy of sense and a l ways mind my own business. I am tall and straight as a sapling-and am pretty. I like nice clothes
and am the best dressed boy in school; I wear the fl ossiest neckties too. I
believe in love and am engaged, some day I'll be a married man and then the
Yours truly,
girls wont like me as well as they do now.
Roy BURGHARDT.
~y Dear Jack Rabbit:
I am the most peaceable member of the Senior Class; there are only a
few peaceable people in my class, the rest all quarrel. I do not think it is nice
to quarrel. I never do anything that I shouldn't do. I can make angel food
cakes and I like to read love stories. When I graduate I'm going to keep
house for I am taking the Domestic Science Course.
Yours truly,
J ESSIE

T.

Dear J ack Rabbit:
I am a Senior, and I am the big-g-est sport in my class. I don't like to
study very well; I'd rather write ghost stories that scare the girls. Some
day l'm going to write a book of stories and poems-like E. A. Poe did. I
look just like Poe, I am sending you my picture so you can see for yourself.
Yours truly,
ELLERY CHILCOTT.

Dear Jack Rabbit:
I graduate from college this year and I feel that I have done this institution an unlimited amount o f benefit. When I get to be a foreign missionary
of great prominence every one who has been or will be connected with this
college wi ll point to me and say with pride: "She has attained greatet fame
than any and I go to the college from which she graduated."
The yo1111g girls say that I am too dignified and cranky but if they had
undergone what I have and had all the responsibilities of the college to bear
as I have they, too, would become earnest in their work.
Yours respectfully,
ABBIE C.
Dear Jack Rabbit:
I am a tall fellow with a manly look upon my face. my noble forehead is
crowned with wavy hair of midnight darkness. I havn't lost my heart to any
o f the Senior girls yet. I don' t take part in any thing requiring much time
because my mamma told me I must study diligentl y when I went to College.
I can think o f no more to write for this time so I'll close with Jove to all from,
WYLIE }. BARRETT.

P. S.-I play ball with the Steam Whistlers.
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My Dear "Jack Rabbit" :
C heard that some of my class were going to write letters to the "Jack
Rabbit" so I thoug ht that l would write one to let you know about myself.
I don't know what to say because I am not president of the Y. W . C. A. or
any of the literary societies. r don't try to be popular with the boys and the
boys don't try to be popular with me. Wei! I can't think of any thing more
Yours truly,
to say so I will close for thi s time.
M. E. MOFFATT.
Dear Jack Rabbit:
.
I am the best basket and foot ball player I ever saw, also the best
looking fell ow. I am afraid the girls don't think so, tho. I would like to go
with some girl; my folks don't care. I am going to graduate this year.
Truthfully,
GUY

E.

YOUNGBERG.

P. S.-You may think I never did anything but I have.-G. E. Y.
Dear "Jack Rabbit":
As all other Seniors are writing short little letters to the "Jack Rabbit,"
I must write a short little one too and tell you that I am a hard working fellow. I have nice short black hair and black eyes. l have not much time to
write very much this time. I must study my lessons because I am afraid I
shall not get all "A's" this term . Oh yes, I am a graceful rollerskater. I
have been here for about four years and not even tried to rollerskate before,
I wish I bad more practice. I could be a good skater. I am going ~o
graduate next June.
Yours truly,
A RTHU R KNOX .
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S E N IOR
Name

•

P ersonal Appearance

Frank Kennard .... . .... . .. . . P leasing
Rose Reich ... . . .. .. . .. . ..... Dignified
E llery Chilcott ...... . . . ... .. . Ugly
Fred Coller . ... .... . ...... ... Sleepy
M iss Carpenter . . . ... . ........ Sawed-off
Ar th ur Koch .. . ... ... . ... . . . . Uewhi,kered
Guy Youngberg ..... . . . ... .. . Awkward
J essie Thornber ..... .. . .. . . . . All smiles
.Malcolm A ldrich .... . . . .. • ... . S illy
Roy Burghardt ........ . .. . .. . Soleum
Bee Bonesteel. .. . . .. .. . . . .... Red Headed
W ylie Ba rrett . . .. ...... . ... .Like a P ro f.
Margaret ~rofi·att. .. .. . . ...... D iminutive
Olive r Grace ...... . .... . . . . .. Graceful
Ellen Brow nell ... . .. •. .. . .. . . ~fate rn a l
Edna Evans .. ...... . . ........ Pouty
Alfred E rstad . . . . . ...... . .... Slender and graceful
Gladys Davies .. . .. .. .. . • . . ... P leasant
Arthur Knox .. .. ... .. ....... . Dark and d reary

DIR E CTORY

Ambition
T o be a n agriculturist
Wri ter
Ho rse docto r
T o be a shepa rd
T o be lo·,ed
Chemist
T ra velingman
To win Greenly
T o he a Civil Engineer
To be g reat
\ Va r corrcspon<tent
To get wise
To
To
To
To
To
To

be a good farm er
be a missionary
get marric<t
break furniture
be a pharmacist
be a roller-skater

FaYo rilc Pastime

Reminds one o f

By gone days
Ju dging cattle
Entertaining L11rson
Last rose o f summer
Diamond Dick
Fussing
Staying up late ~tghts Sam. har har
Carrie N ation
Studying mission s
Fitzsimmon s
Fussing Edna
The T erri ble Swede
Plugging
Madonna
Making eyes
Pro f. Mann.
Being busy (? J
Tuto ring physics
Flag pole
Map of Ireland
Scattering sunshine
Playing with whistlers Prof. Bro wn
Chumming with Ruth School ma'am
S eeking a wife
Prof. Wilson
Bible study
A rubher doll
Co mplaining
Acting wise
Ichabod Crane
Plugging
Encyclopedia
Thomas A Iva Edison
Grinding

P robable Future
President United States
Old Maid
Actor ( heavy )
An M. D.
Missiona ry
F ood chemist
S elling Lutefisk
c o;1n:rting hcatnt:n s
Chain man
Linc man
Oh Shaw
Steam to oter
Pig hatchery
"J

Critic
Shoveling hot air
Pa's Clerk
Plumber

..

~

•, c,._.,..

The following is a letter written by one of the short course students to
his parents. It was found in the gym and as the owner has not claimed it,
we take the liberty of printing the same.

January 14, 06.
My dear pa and ma:
Aye bin so wery lonsom aye tank aye viii to you von Jeter rite.

Aye

bin havin som perty gude times har, but aye am not wery gude aquanted
yet.

Aye bin to de reseption by de faculty in the ymnasium.

Perty near all

de teachers was dar but prof. Vilson, and dey secl hay vas to chapel, and aye
don't know vy fore he vas dar for de chapel vas all dark.

Ve! aye not no

much more to tells you exsept aye vont 14 scents for to bye may von knew
coller.

You no the rnber coller vot aye got for Xmas tree yeres ago.

Veil dem old students day burned inine all up in de runing yim room. Von of
de teachers hey told us boy:; tha t, "it is von other ting to look \\·ell out for

it is dose fellers as has been here to or three yeres day will play some clnrty
yo:.~s on you."
Yours affectively,
P. S.
teicher.

Halvor Christian Saverson.
0 ma. aye got yust de same letters in £runt of may name as may

More P . S.

pa, shall aye yoin de asthetic asosiaslwn so aye can von

bath take before aye come home.
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Some of the Latest Books
HOW TO BECO:ME A FOOT BALL

WESTWARD, HO.
By

PLAYER.

ALLISON MATHENY.

By

An exquisite love story of the tw entieth
century, rich in incident.

This book is the latest success in foot ball
science. The following subjects are thoroughly discussed: How to play foot ball without practice. How to kick, ~tug, break legs,
tackle, etc. No foot ball coach in the country can afford to be without this valuable
book.

SOPHOMORE ESSAYS.
This volume contains many amusing little
autobiographies; and demonstrates the fact
that a Sophomore's essay on a subject is
an autobiography.

SCIENTIFIC HOG RAISING.

HOW TO BLUFF.
By

EDWIN GRIFFITH AND E. E . MALU)i.

By

FRANCIS LOCKE.

POWERS THAT PRE Y.

A. D.

B.

s.

Author of "Buttermilk Series," "Black Leg
in Poultry," "How to Become a Senior," etc.,
etc. This book has been h.:artily endorsd
by the Six Weeks Agricultural students, and
Prof. Wilson. Price 10 cents.

The elementary pri111ciples of cutting. How
to know a Prof. The science of appearing
interested by asking fool questions. This is
a general study of bluffing b:,, one who has
had much experience.

~y

OLIVER GRACE,

WHEN I WAS YOUNG.
By A. A.

DREW.

A thrilling sto,·y of library life, with fullpage illustrations in color.

THOGERSEN,

B.

s.

Arthur's la test fiction . Thi~ is a pleasing
romance relating the experience of the author
during the "Civil War."

SOCIAL CUSTOMS.
By

FRENZIED FINANCE IN THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY.

HARRY vV1LL1AMs.

The evening call, time, dt.:ss, etc., thoroughly discusse<I. ; love·making and dinnerparty; small talk, together with dance conversation.
ONE

HUNDRED BRIGHT

By

By

REMARKS.

BARTLETT L. HARBEN.

THE STRUGGLE FOR RIGHT:
By

MARY WRIGHT.

The story of (a) Dexter (ou)s attempt to
triumph over (the) R(e)ich.

THE HONOR OF A SENIOR.
By

ROSES.
By

THOMAS EDISON KJ.:LLOUGH.

One-tenth Morocco.
One-third volume.
Covers electric lighted and steam heated.
This, Mr. Kellough's latest wc,rK, treats the
following subjects thoroughly: Chapter I,
Hole Digging as a Fine Art. Chapter II,
Scientific Shovel Sharpening. Chapter Ill,
Difficulties of Wedding Bell Wiring. Chapter
IV; How I Got My Start, or Graft in College.

ALFRED LoRD ERSTAD.

Author of "Management of Toy I:.ocomotives," "How to Act Wisc," "How to Grow
Tall,' etc., etc. This book trtats Senior life
from the standpoint of a quitter, giving sev·
cral methods by which a Senior may becomt>
a cheap skate.

KOCH.

A dainty little ,·olume devoted to th e culture of the Queen of Flowers, the ROSF..
This is an exceptionally beautiful book in
R ( e) ich binding.
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The Freshman's Primer
In the pictm e we see the stage in the chapel. Who are the people coming
onto the stage? They are not freshman. Oh no ! They are profs. These
profs are not all men for some of them are 1,,vomen a nd are called professies.
The profs are very wise but they a re not wise enough to let chapel out in
time for dinner.

Oh, see the girls. They are not trying to swallow a.nything, they are
only singing to the students. Listen how sweetly they smg. : ou cannot
hear them sing in the picture; it is just as well that you can't, fo r if you could
you would close the book and put it a way.

177

\

Children. behold a boy and a girl. They are athletes. I s not the girl
pretty? Yes, the girl is not pretty. What funny clothes the girl has on.
Where are the boy's clothes? Perhaps he hasn't any. The girl can put the
ball in the basket and the boy can run very fast.

'1.l!I

You may think the boy in the picture is a farmer. Oh no, you are mistaken; he is a whistler. · Can the whistler whistle? Yes, he can not whistle.
He can only get his nose greasy.

u.
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W hat an awful pictnre. It is an explosion in the freshman chemistry lab.
See the pieces of fre shman about the room . These freshmen ,vere working
unknowns. Oh cl1ilclre11, sec the clangers of the unknown.
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ft' s a nzystery to the Jack-Rabbit1-Where Purdy gets his authority.
2-What Malum knows about the library.
3-Who put the plaster of paris in the keyholes.
4- Who has spreads in the Milt. hall.
5- Where Carpenter got his opinion of himself.
6-How Mary W right got R ( e) ich.
7-Why George R. Westcott doesn't grow a beard.
8-Who shot Wheeler's dog?

9-When Charley Coughlin goes to Military.
10--Where Gagel gets hi s cats?
11-What happened to Drew in the chemistry lab.
12-\i\Thy Andy went to Mitchell.
13- vVhere Wilcox might get a girl.
14-Why Purdy does not run the Experiment Station building.
15-\Vhy Prof. Harding

11C1.W

calls on Kelly in History.

16-How far bel ow absolute zero it would have to be to make Prof.
Mathews wear an overcoat.
17- Who will write the ) unior orations.
18--\Vhat reformed Sa m H anson.
19-Why Edison Kellough can't keep the bell s ringing.
20--\Vhat time in the night the smell of burning rubber reached the
faculty.
21-\Vho swipes wearing apparel from the boys' bathroom.
22-vVhy it should cost fifty dollars to put gas in the "hang-out."
23-When the "Mechanical Engineer" is going to replace the wherewith by which to mount the ch~mney.

•
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There was a boy named Erstad,
Who was longer than his bedstead.
With his feet on a chair
And no color in his hair,
There was much j oy in sleep for Erstad.
There is a small man named Powers
·who ruies in that library of ours,
\~'hen students like us
Go in there to fuss
He gi\'es us the look that devours.
T here is a man named Pu rdy,
1
\ Vho sweeps ou r halls when they're dirty.
But to Juniors 'twoulcl seem
That he' cl had a dream,
That the college belongs to Purely.
There is a Prof. named Solberg,
\;\'ho measnres his work by the erg.
His wisdom doth astound
The Whistlers that abound,
And the Seniors that live in this burg.
There is a wise Prof. named B rown,
Who has the calculus cl0\n1.
Differentials and tangents
He attacks with a vengeance,
And solves for x the unknown.
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A Whistler's Quiz:
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

1-Is water wet? No he is.
2-With water in a boiler and a fire under what will happen? It would
in time come steam.
3-What is the use of coal in boiler room? It is for de purpose of
shoveling.
4-What is a steam gauge? It is a clock for telling the hea;vy of the
steam.
5-What is a flue? It is the vind pipe of de enyine.
6--What is lubricating oil? I guess he is de slip easy for de enyin~
yoints.
7-Wbat is the difference between the high and low pressure engine?
It could wary easy be more as fifty feet or less.
8-What is a steam whistle? It is on the engine on top for the steam
to make while going through lots of noise.
9-What is the speed of a traction engine? It is more as de square root
of de vater in de tank vagon.
10-What would you do in case a boiler should show signs of exploding?
I vould run vildly by yimminie avay.

Commandments:
r. Thou shalt have none other college before thine own.
2. Thou shalt not bow thyself down to Sophomores nor serve them.
3. Thou shalt not take the names of the Faculty in vain.
4. Six clays shalt thou labor and do all thy work, but the night time
is for thy recreation; in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy roommate, nor thy pony; lest dfou shatter thy constitution with arduous toil.
5. Honor the president of your college that thy days may be Jong in
the land to which thy father hath sent thee.
6. Thou shalt not bum .
7. Thou shalt not make eyes at the co-eds.
8. Thou shalt not steal thy neighbor's umbrella nor text-book.
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy boarding house.
10. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's foxy clothes, nor his social position, nor his meerschaum pipe, nor anything that is his, for if thou art a wise
guy thou wilt, in due season, have all these and more.
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HISTORICA L FACTS.
E ve ry class has a-

Book wo rm
Fool
W ise guy
S illy girl
Ca va!ryman
Smart A lec
Dude
S port
D oolittle
Blockhead
So rehead- Excevt the Junio r Class.

r~at

Up to t ile "Hill" and then away,
is ti1c way of the W histler gay;
l 1s rnuch they lea rn, and much they know;
For in si\: '> hon mon ths they co me and go.
\ \ ' c nncc ha d n Hag clear,
Tl'e prettiest flag in the world ·
T he ha 1111er was blne and red, de;r,
..\ml to the breeze 'twas proudly unfurled.
But we lost our poor little flag . dear,
As it floated aloft one clay,
Ancl we cri(:d for nearly a week, dear,
F o r the Juniors took it away.
Students crib in the ir exams.,
Professors think its awfnl;
\ nd i6 ve them cons and inco mpletes
'f'q show them it's nnlawfu l.
F rofrssors crili their chapel prayers,
.\Del bomba rd heaven with huncombe;
\\'e s tudents l1o pc 0 11 Judgment clay,
The Registrar will n1111k 'em.
-Selected.
Capt. Guyer to Charlie Coughlin as he signed C's card in M ilitary:
" Coughlin, let me get a good look at yo11 fo r I do n't expect to see you again
this term."
Cooley: "\Vhy is a dock like a sophom ore g irl?"
Oliver c.;. : " l don·t know."
Cooley: "Because it is all face and no figure, has no head to speak of, is
ha rd to s top when o nce wo und up, a nd bas a striking way o f calli ng attent io n
to itself everv hour in the day."
'

.

Prof. Crane to Freshman immediately after Sub Fresh Geometry : " \ i\Tell,
let's throw up these windo ws a nd let the sub-fresh a ir o ut and get some fresh
a ir in."
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Two little skunks
By the roadside stood,
As an auto went sizzing by;
One little skunk did sob and shake
And a tear stood in his eye,
The other skunk did ask of him,
"Oh why do you sob and shake?"
"Because that smell,"
The other said,
"Is like mother used to make."
Prof. Harding: "What isn't history teaches you better what history
is than history that is history."
Wilcox: "Why is Li la's heart like a street car ?"
F inch: "I don't know."
Wilcox, sadly: "Because there is always room for one more."
If it takes two and one-half seconds for a streak of greased lightning to
travel from N ew York to San Francisco, how many yards of red, white and
blue baby ribbon will it take to make Greenly a pair o f pink pajamas?

Joe Coughlin after having been "on the carpet" for burning rubber collars : "Yes, I pretty near got fired, but instead they put me on 'prohibition.' "
Prof. Brown to Harry Williams in Trig.: "Mr. Williams, please put
your work upon the board so that anyone running by might read and not so
that anyone reading might run."
I vy E. : "I always thot that it would be fine to be a poetess."
Freshman: "Yes, I think it would be fine-or imprisonment."
A GOOD NURSE.
Mrs. O'Hoolihan: "Moike. wek up, wek up, its toime to take your
insomnia medicine. "
A school ma'am found a lad in geography class who was deeply interested in studying the points of the compass. The teacher said to him. "You
have in front of you the North, on the left of you the \Vest, and on your
right the East, now vVillie what have you behind you?"
After a few minutes' reflection Willie replied: "A patch on my pants."
To make the information more emphatic he added . "I knew you would sec
it, I told ma you would."
Scene-On farm, home of Oliver G. Time-Vacation.
Sister: "\,Vhere are you going Oliver ?"
Oliver: "After the milk."
Sister: "Not in those disreputable overalls."
Oliver, shocked: "Oh no, sister, in this pail."
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A Pretty Album of
Pretty Pictures
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Jediah Jenkins

visits the S. D. A. C.

Se'in as how Ruben's done school here in J onesville district I thot
mebbe I'd let him go down to the Agricultural College next year. So last
week I went down to Brookings to see that ere College. I'd heard a lot about
that school, but I declare if 'tweren't for I'<l been over to the county seat an
seen the big school there where they've got five rooms I couldn't uv nohovY
' preciatecl the college. An you wouldn't suspect how triflin my ejication
seemed when I got wher e I could look up and see the college. \,Vhy up there
on the college hill-as they called it, there was a lot of bildins, an trees,
and walks, and roads, an I'll be switched if I could tell which was the college
bildin, but just then a little fellow come along. I knew the minit I set eyes on
him, that he was a sunday school boy- so I sed to him, "Which is the college
bilding?" an he sed, "All them bilclios a re the college,'' an I just stared, fo r
I couldn't believe a ll them could be the college. \ \Thy, there must have
been well nig h a duzen. Then a fellow he secl his name was Bond, went on,
an I thot I'd go to the biggest bildin first, 'twas a whopper, bil t of brick, I g uess
it was, with wings and cupulas, I was stand in there a wondering if they'd
let me in, when a great big feller came ru sh in out, I asked him how I could
get in the college and he sed, "Get in on your cheek like I do." So I went in.
There was a lot of feilers stan<lin a round an one asked me if I wanted to
look around, and secl he'd show me. 'Ne \\'ent into some of the rooms and I
see lots of things differen t from what I'd ever seen before. He called the
rooms labertories, and the stu,clents were j u5t standin round tables playin
with fu nny lookin tools and things. One room was a regular great big
blacksmith shop and another was a carpenter shop an J swan if they wasn't
workin away in them zif they had to, an a makin things out of wood and
iron. I suspect that' s what they call "busy work."
Then I started out an was goin to the next bildiu when a fine lookin
feller come up and sed that it was the botany bildin ancl nothin cloin there, hut
I could look thru the green hons what was right by it an then go to the
experience station with him, so ,;e looked at the posies in the green house
which wasn't g reen at all hut was glass, an then we went to the experience
station. I dicln't like the sound of that but didn't say nuthin. The room what
we went into had long rows of tables in it and boys au girls were sitin round
the tables and they was cats playin around everywhere. P retty soon a little
man with glasses on, who had been talkin. wa lked over to one side of the
room and took a piece of black doth ·off of some thing that was standin
there an I'll be blamed if ther Jidn't stand a man with nary a hit of meat
o n his who le body. Yot1 can het I got out of there lickety cnt. I saw why
it was they ca lled it the experience station an I wasn't lookin for no sech
experiences.
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\\'a'I I made up my mind l'd g o to a Jong low bildin what stood right
behind the one with tlw h!°:ll on it. \Vhen I opened the door a smell what'ud
raise the roof 1ifie11 011:· ci,ichrn (oop c,une out and liked to have knocked me
over. I asked a girl dwt 'X,,s standin there in a ragged black apron what it
w~s and she gt1,·c me ,\ q:,re ,me gives fine print and sed, "Unkno·wns," I
told her I' d m ake it ,1 pint w find 0 ul \\·hat it was then.
The next bildit1 l we1, c to was a big vlhitish one, and as I was goin in
I heard the most blood rnrdhi, hare spiittin yells and po undins and thumpins,
it sounded like a duzen or :11,11e was bein murdered . The way I got out o f
there and skt'edaddled \':a<. ·1 t·a 11 tion.
The next 1,lace i cn111c tn w;i..; the gymnasinm . \\"here they was practicin
all kinds of gym1nstic,:.
\Va'al ne-' l 1 ":.-xd c11c 1·1 eair:" :· and the barns, and t here I seed a lot
o f young sprout:; iookin like t l1t'V h~longed r ound this part of the country.
One of 'em sccl he'd :'hr~·.y :nl' t'~·- c;w1pus but I g uess he forgot about it for
we just walked :1row1d t1., y:,..-·: io,>kin at trees and posey beds and things, and
I didn't like t1) re:niPcl hi,n {·:r t d id:i't want to peer like I'd never seen sech
things before.
Yes I tell ynu its ;1, :nig hty fine place down there with its big green
yards a nd t rees ancl Ao ·.,·ers an(l ()rchard", a mighty fine place but not for
Ruben, fer he'd j t,st a~ like as not t;et into t hat experience station bildin or
those other plac~:s. ~0 we'll nevr-r send our Ruben off to get any of that 'er
higher ejication if I h,we my say.
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The Jack Rabbit
Yott fo lks what's here in Brookings to tend S. D. A. C.
An' git a Jot of learnin' till you'r wise as you can be,
Yott'd better mind your biz right smart an· watch what your about,
Else the Jack Rabbit ' II get you ef you don't watch out.
Onc·t there was a Senior man what made a whisker bet;
An but fer an athletic ball he might a had 'em yet;
He had 'em cut that very night and my, it made 'em shout,
An' the Jack Rabbit 'I I get you ef you don't watch out.
A n onct there was a little ( ?) boy. we won't tell you his name,
\Vho shot an electric light one night, and thot it dandy game,
But when he came t.o pay for it, he m ost went up the spout,
A n' the Jack Rabbit will get you ef you don't watch out.
An' then there was another one, who blieved in havin fun ,
One day right in the library he made a foolish pun,
.-\n ' now he studies in the hall, you'v seen him there no doubt,
An' the Jack Rabbit will get you ef you don' t watch out.
So when you'r in the library, be careful all the day,
Don't speak until you'r spoken to an' don't be gittin gay;
A nd don't be makin any breaks because they ain't no doubt
But the J ack Rabbit 'II get you ef you don't watch out.

-G. U.
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J ust After Roll Call
' about-about-oh yes."
Uncle J. : .. .·q, ow lel• me sec, we were ta lk m
( Miss B. rises ) "l\l iss H. you lll:ty tell 11s about the preparation of illuminating gas."
Miss B.: '-I can' t. .,
G ncle J. : " Oil. yc.u ,·, ~·n::1·t here yesterday . \.Veil :Miss M., you tell us."
Mi ss ::\L : "I dO! t't :·e ?PCn1 bcr. ''
Uncle J.: ··.\ncl you ,,. t're ;i bsent too. ?\ow Miss K . you just stand up
and expl a in ho \\' illun 1 inat t.1g gas is obta ined. Y ou were paying attention yesterday when 1 e,pi.iined ;t t 1) tlte class. just as you always do when I'm
talking. " p I iss K. r ..'( iti.:s. )
Uncle J : "\'er) good :\ f1"'s K., that will d o, M iss K. Say Miss C.,
why didn't you au~, . ·cr tn yo,1 ,· ;1a mc when I called the roll?"
Miss C. ( fa111 tly J . ··1 d id. hut y o t1 d icb't hear me."
U ncle J. : "Uh. ',Hi did: \\'ell Miss C. you mus t lea rn to speak up in
meeting ,Ylien the (11.:t:a!'>i .ii 1 rc<p1 ire:-. .Now M iss C. you just stand up and
tell us ho w car brni may 1w 0bta1ncd from sugar." ( M iss C recites.)
Uncle J.: ··T hat \: right. now yo11 wi ll be surprised how much carbon
you can get from a l:ttl e sngar: once J perfo rmed this experiment before a farmer's institute and after the meeting I heard two farmers talking, one said:
'Say what clo yot1 think ahuut all t hat carbon that man got fro m that sugar,' and
the other said: ' No\\' don 't you bel ieve all you see, that fellow was smooth
I tell you, he had somet hing up h is sleeve.'" he-he-he-he-he. (Laughter.)
U ncle J.: '·Now J\iJr. H .. y()tt may read E x periment Io. r46?"
Mr. H. : ''l aiH t got tha t wrote up y et. .,
U ncle J.: "Yon haven 't? \\,'ell you ought to have it written. Mr. A.
have yo u it \\'n ttc; n :"
Mr. A . : " No sir."
Uncle J. : ·'Mr . F .. Mr. T.. ~1r. C., Mr. 'vV. ( A ll answer the negative.)
Mr. M. " ( Mr. M . ri !,eS a nd reads.)
Uncle J.: "Mr. M . 'You are a gen tleman and a sch olar. Mr. F . will
you just s tand up and tell ho w carbon dioxide gas o r choke damp can be
gotten out of a wel l. ''
Mr. F.: '·No sir. 1 can't."
Uncle J.: '·Can a nyone tell ?"
Mr. S.: ''Bore a hole in the bottom o f the well." (Laughter. )
Uncle J.: "~ow l\Jr. P . you ex pla in the reaction that: takes place when
H•SO• and zinc are brought together."
Mi-. P.: "One atom o f l I and one atom unite."
Uncle J.: '·One atom o f what?"
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Mr. P.: "One atom of H unites with two atoms."
Uncle J. : "Two atoms of what?"
Mr. P . : ''One atom of H unites with two of Zn to--" I don't believe
I know."
Uncle J.: "I guess that's right. Now some of you aren't studying hard
enough. I know just how you recite with your books open. I see all these
things-and there will come a day when you won't ha\'e any books or
papers to look at and then we'll see. Now I don't want to scold. (Smiling.)
(Laughter.) Now to-morrow you will test for coal tar dyes and salycylic
acids in foods. I tell you it's the plague of my life trying to keep those poisonous things out of the state. (Bell. ) T he jellies you buy nowadays are
made from apple pulp and dyed with benzo purpiern. and the catsup is grated
turnips and starch, and dyed with azo red and Bismark brown, and preserved
with benzoic acid. Now wha,t do you think of that? Why we are living on
prepared foods and drinking coffee substitutes and taking dyspepsia tablets
for dessert. Is it any wonder, I say, that we' re developing a race of invalids?
Oh! did the bell ring? Well that "·ill do." (The class passes out.)
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Rabbit Den
No\\" come
"itl1 :1,e ;f 5·• " 1 please to the college on the hill ,
.
And chmh with ;1,i;; t· i tlnt <k:1r o ld r oom which cager Junio rs fill,
Just take a ch:1!r ;;; the ,·, il!d<J\\' and -.,;atch the people below
U n til l'vc hidden c;1:.'.1,· 1:1 ,;i ts :,way to pay them for be ing so slow.
This oi,t rr,nm ·,; e)-..1'1•ric1:('·~. th·.,· short has been \·aried and deep,
F or it is a l,iJ1d 01· ,r~<;,;1.; ry ;,il secret's safe to keep,
Yes, it is ,;l..:cj ,I'd 111 , ;1 )·~•• f •·i,•:· j ,1st ;,alu rated thru and th ru,
Its furnitu n' i;:,: •n,:,:g-n. s,~-.·Pr ,, :) i romance too.
I t i:m't l,1 n..:r ,lr ,,:,;,:in• \·, ;tr1 p~intings on the wa ll ,
Yet in c:pitc •lf ::.-. ' l1c,,:.·T·, i-:i:, ~s it :s kind of dear to us all.
And de:irC'r ;1 :1d ;il:1 1.,:-- , :;:11.. , -:,1 ih e\·ery uook will seem
\ Vhen !iic i:c ,n , t:,; ,. :·" ,.:; :,1:.:· n:r rtnt has become a steady stream.

cstl'.'t:- .' ,:tel! i 1 ,g t l1e1T1 en ler one by one,
Some of tl1C·11• ,,·,:l',rnig slowly_. otlters o n the run;
And now ,t 1v.:6 :w; w get noisy, few quiet ones you'll see,
Morton pullii:12; his wl!iskers and Dillman and '·Tt1t" make three.
\Ve ·11 an 11.i~t·

Cl',;

Now in co tm:., ;\ ;;:,·)·, hreay fellow, Steve Briggs. with a laugh and
a jes't
And behi 11cl h i\11 ciieerfl!! A. Dutche r, as usual he wears a white vest,
f\ncl look ;,t th~ o ther:; \\'ho me corning. there is getting to be quite

a train.
There's Hcicli tl:e f<;l'tbal l g-ia 11t. ye$ he's a little vain.
Jus t no ti.:e tlio:--e liy the ta l,le: tliat intellectual group,

And don 't he :-hochc<l hy the s:a ng to w hich Ross Elliott will stoop,
F o r you sec he is \'<.!ry witty and fo r his fault he o ffers a cure.
On h is inr eheacl is \\' ri ttcn original, and below it is literature.
The o thers are K irk, the editor, he with a merry face,

And besides him J::mch our busiuess ma n. no one could take his place,
.. \ nd there are ma1Jy others. t ()C' numerous to name,
T here's Bruce Ell iott and Couley .. \\·ho are al\\'ays in the game.
And Cecil Sairno,1 . who debates, likewise McCorclic too,
A nd then a flock of merry girls, and no w I think we're thru,
But s0me day acni,s wide years \\'e'll hear again these sounds,
As in mem o ries \\'e climb the s tairway w ith a rush a nd pus h and bound.

-G. U.
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At midnight in his soft warm bed,
A Senior lay dreaming of the hour
When Freshmen, Sophs and Juniors all
Should tremble at his power.
In dreams he was a great man now

And looking back to hi s college days
He could dimly see thro a misty haze
The time when the Juniors got the craze
For stealing caps and gowns.
In dreams he foiled their every plan
And oh, he was a mighty man.
An hour passed, the senior woke
His happy dream was o'er.
He knew his cap and gown were gone
And oh, he did feel sore.

THE FLUNK.
Flunk- Flunk- Flunk
Ah, ti s such a bitter pill ;
But I ne'er can get these lessons,
And so I' m flunking still.
Oh well. f~r the fell ow who'll grind,
And study the whole of the day,
But for me, there must be fun ,
Oh give me the life that is gay.
The sta tely Seniors pass along,
To gradu ate when the June clays come;
But oh, fo r me, I'm always here,
Because I' m so con fo unded dumb.
F lunk- Flunk- Flunk
At the foot of my class I'll be,
For the chances to pass in the days that a re gone,
\ i\f ill never come back to me.
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Autobiography of a Pair of Rubbers
\i\' hen fi rst I ope11~d my eyes to the light of day I was in Boston, Mass.
Everything looked !>O strat~ge that I became terribly frightened and came
near going into hysterics. J sa"· lottg creatures m oving about carrying things
from one pla ce to a nother and f \\·on<lered what it all meant.
Hardly had 1 r<>c<l':ered f rom 1he first shock when I was roughly picked
up, packed into a largi:: box with a g reat many of my brothers and sisters,
and s hipped to Brooking:,. Somh D:1kota . I made my home in Cole's Shoe
Store where [ remained clo!-eiy conhnecl to my dark evil-smelling abode.
Pair after pair of my comp,,n ;c,ns were taken from the box and carried out
into the big, bright world: ht!t .l was a pair of number twelv es and no one
seemed to want me.
I had gi ven np all ho ne nf ever getting out of my dark resting place,
when a big, green looking fcllu\\' picked 111e up out of the box and began
looking me o\·er. He bent my back 11 11ti l l fea red that it would break, but
I did not cry for fear tliat f ,.. ould be thrown back into the box. He seemed
to be pleased with me a,:d l"iug lit me. :\1y j oy knew no bounds, for now I
was going out to see t he ,,·,ir1u . Bl1t a las! my j oy was turned to grief, for
I soon d iscover ed th:tt my n1aste1 wa.:; a ·wh istler. His clothes were dirty
and his hands and fall were grca:>y. l , ,'.',tS ashamed to be seen w ith him.
One night he " ore m e to a faculty reception, where I was placed side
by s ide with a lot of o t lier rubbers. The pair that stood next to me knew
that it was a whi stl~r that brought me there and told a lot of the other
rubbers and they began t o josh lllt: . I got lighti ng . mad but that was all
the good it did 111e. for they plagued me all t he more.
After what see1ned h()urs. aHcl they were hours of mi sery, I heard a big
noise and was a fraid that the h1.11lding was fall ing down , but soon saw that
the r eception was out a11d t he people were getting ready to go home.
A slow . s leepy looking- fel lo\\' came al1)ng and put me on his feet. I knew
that he was n ot m y 111aster, but I kept my mouth shut for I would sooner go
with him than be seen \\'it h t ha t whistler again.
I soon made tl1e disco very tha t it was a professor who no w ow ned me.
He ,vore m e fo r two or three years, a nd compl etely wore my bottoms off.
T l1en he put nie intu a h\)x i1~ h is \\'OOdshe<l where I remain inactive 'to
the present day.
Yest er day I heard him tell his wife that he wished a rubber man would
come alo ng fo r he felt reaso nably sure that he could sell me fo r three cents.

R. E.
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REVERIE.
Sometime we will long for the college clays
vVhen we have entered life's puzzling maze,
Sometime with a thrill of passionate pain,
We will long for these problems over again.
Sometime we will hear in the silen~e alone,
The professor's voice, .that familiar tone,
And questions that only to us were given,
Reminding of work and how we had striven.
Sometime we will give all of this wide world's praise
For one of these vanishing college days;
For just one hour like those w,e spend now ,
Sometime we will long for it-why not now?

THE YELLS.
Hear the noisy rooters' yells-barbarous yells,
\i\That a tale of strnggling their turbulency tells,
On the startled air they fall,
How they bawl, a.nd scream and call,
Too excited they to speak.
They can only shriek and shriek-out of tune.
In the clamorous howling to the players 0 11 th e field
In loud shouts of exaltations when the players do not yield.
Growing fiercer, louder, stronger.
\Vhen the players stand no longer,
When they resolutely enclea vor
1 ow to hold their own or never.
And in the face of obstacles to win.
Oh, the yells, yells, yells.
\i\l hat a tale their music tells-of support.
How they bawl and squall and roar,
What a comfort they outpour
On the bosoms of the weary struggling team;
And the crowd it fully knows
By the howling and the yowling
How the game is going to go.
For the ear distinctly tells
Tn the jangling--and the wrangling
l -Iow their spirit sinks and swells
By the lowering or the swelling
Of the yells;
Of the yells;
Of the yells, yells, yells, yells. yells. yells, yells,
In the rising and the swelling o f the yells.
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A D ay at the College
In the early morning, whci; the flowers are still wet with dew, and the
air is laden with the sw-:et perfom1; of blossoms, while yet the noisy mob is
wrapped in slumbers, and the long shadows linger lovingly on the campus
as if loath to break a way, then the sleepy freshman with empty head, carrying
his books and all the knowledge there, under his arm, slowly ascends the hill.
A little later the figure of a man is seen rushing along--he drops his dignity, he races. 1\o, he is not trying- to create a breeze, it is simply Prof. - - ,
ten minutes late for class.
At eleven-thirty forms may be seen issuing forth from every building
and fo rming a vast mob, which wends its way chapel ward; for ten minutes
they stream by, t!1en the campus is again deserted.
About two o'clock, when ali should be at work, a giirlish figure comes
forth from Central 'l;uiic!ing, j oins a tall auburn-haired fellow and together
they stroll across the c,unpus.
On the front steps of Central sit another couple deep in conversation and
utterly obl ivious to a 11, save each other. Soon co-eds begin struggling by, and
giggle as they pass them. Co-eds always giggle.
In the evening when all is qt,iet the shadows on the grass shift strangely,
the moon comes up :rnd lights up the conntenance of the bllue sky. 'Tis now
mysterious figures 111;1y he seen moving among the checkered shadows of the
wayside trees.
You will see a big athletic fella\\· and a maiden fair come aimlessly up
the walk. The moon cocsiclerately crEeps behind a bank of clouds, letting a
silvery light fall on the scene.
They pass on. we know not whither, perhaps to the society hall in the
North building.
Others come and go, they wander a round and up ain d down and disappear aga111.
Finally we are constrained to move onward, the hour is late, the last
of the stragglers bas gone--en:!11 the moon has dropped from sight behind the
hill, and another clay is ended.

The Bachelor
He is an old man now, lonely and unloved; he lives alone in the great
house, for he has prospered.
At evening when the business of the clay is o ver, and the great hurrying
world is shut in for the nig ht, he often sits thus, gazing into the fire, 'tis now
he feels the greatest loneliness and sense of something lacking in his life.
But thus his chosen estate-the realization of his fondest dreams. He sees
now why P rovidence in its wisdom seldom allows men to
dreams, and knows that when they do they must pay
reaction must fo llovv close upon dreams come true. On
dancing Rames from hi s cheerful hearth throw shado ws
thoughts revert to his happy college days.

realize their clearest
the price. That a
this evening as the
upon the walls, his

Again the girlish faces come before him: he is not so harsh in his judgo w it is Comments now as then ; but immediately they pass from view.
mencement time- he strolls around to bid fa rewell to the many haunts that
shall soon know him no more-he is thinking of the stupid world . then so
bliss full y unconscio us of the genius so soon to burst upon it.
He sees d imly the grave alumn i toi ling up the hill and the throng that
hurries from building to building. He wanders from the study to the hallowed precincts of the libra ry. T hen seeks the solitude of the orchard. Befo re him stands the most beautiful girl in the world, the graceful fo lds of her
black gown envelop her completely; and her glorious head is crowned with
a black cap.
He sighs deeply in his sleep---the fire in the grate crackles. bursts into a
flame-a nd goes out. He a wakes with a start as the clock strikes midnightthe desolation appalls him, he sighs again and ascends the stairs.
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The Early Chapel Rhetoricals
T\\'o of _the essential fea:tures of the college life o f the days when the
world was still young to most of the present s tudents, were the daily chapel
exerci ses an<l the "Chapci Rhetoricals."
T_he daily chapel ex ercises was held the first thing in the morning, about
8 :30, 111 the present chapel, t hen known as "the new chapel" to distinguish it
from "the o ld chapel.' ' \\'hich comprised the space now occupied by the librar y
and reading room, which was in one large room.
Attendance at th is exercise ,,:as not compulsor y, but it was attended by
95 per c_ent_ of the stnclents with great regularity. The program was begun
by the srng111 g of a hymn by the students, led by a choir selected by the professor of music, then a reading of scripture and prayer by some member of t he
faculty, an nou11ce111e11t~ for the day by the pres ident, another hymn and dismissal.
In those days the 1,mg vacation of tbe year came between December fi rst
and the last of .March. <,o that self-supporting students could teach a term
of winter school in the long- vacation . and help the ho me harvest during t he
s hort vacation. us ual ly the mout h of August.
This arrangement of the school year, t ogether with the agricu,ltural depression which existed in the \'\'est at that time, gave us an unusually large
proportion of self-sustaining students. I c\() not think it would be an exaggeration to s.ay that at least 85 per cent of t he students of that time, both men and
women, were earning their own expenses. or at least a large part of them.
The amount o f money a vailahle at the col lege fo r student labor ·was not
large and there \\'ere ahrny3 more applicants for work than the departments
employing student labor could u~c. It was customary fo r the student when
enrolling at the office of the I'resident ( who was a lso Registrar) to say
whether he \\'ished to labor. and if he did. \\·heth er he preferred the agricultural or horti cnltural department. His name \\'as added to the list desired
and as the head uf the clcp:lrtment decided \\'hat number o f boys he could use
each day he checked that nu1nher off his list . beginning where he left off the
day before . and handing the names of the students wanted to the President
before chapel. \ Vhen the prriper o rder of busi ness came the lists were read,
and that was the only notice g i\·en, so that there was an economic as well as
a devo tional incitement to regula r attenda11ce at chapel. such attendance being
necessar y to make sati:-factory connection with t he pay roll at the end o f the
month.
But the fat:u lty ki ndly provided still fnrther inducements . of a literar y
character. Tt was bcli e\·ed at that time that it was desi rable that all educated
young people should lie able tt i stand. unterrified. befo re their fell ow creatures,
and express their tho11ghts upon any iamiliar subject in ready. vigorous an.cl
exact Engli sh: a nd to contr ibute tt) t l1e practice 11ecessary to bring about this
result it was ordained that each Tunior ancl Senior should present an essay or
oration publicly during each of ti1e th ree terms of the school year. It was prov ided that the graduation thesis o f the Senior s hould take the place o f his
last term's rhetorical.
Most of t hese rhetorical exercises were essays, read from manuscript. A
few of them were committee\ to memor y and deli vered as orations. Some
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,vere argumentative, some were narrative, some were o riginal and some were
of more or less prominently encyclopedic origin. Many of the students, especially those who, from timidity had failed to ally themselves with a literary
society, made their first public appearance under this r equ irement, and even

the inured literary society worker approached the college rostrum with a
respect born of the recognition of its dignity.
It was the good fortune of the w riter to be the college reporter for the
Brookings County Press from the summer of 1889 to the Commencement of
1891. During this time the subjects of the chapel rhetoricals were reported
weekly; and it may be of present interest as well as a desirable preservation for
the future to record them here. Certainly all of the old students will be glad
to recall many half-forgotten memories by looking over the list. and later
students who read it wi ll gain a better appreciation of early college life.

1889"-SUMMER

TERM.

( The list commences August r, and is incomplete. )
"The Rise of Ear ly English Law."-Estel W. Pyne, '90.
"The Microscope and Its Reflections."-Min nie S toner, '89.
''Punctuality."-Kate Boswell, '89.
" The Reformation."-Nellie Roe, '89.
FALL TERM.

"The Centralization of Wea lth."-}. C. Jenkins, '90.
"Class J ournalism,'"-Fanny Shannon, '91.
"The First Thirteen Hund red Years of E ng lish History."-Minni e
S toner, '90.
·
"The Inev itable Essay. "-Guy Roe, '90.
"Cincinnati."- E. W .. Pyne, '90.
"Advancement."-Mrs. Duffey, '90.
"The Incipient Pedagogue."-W. C. All en, ·90.
"Ach itecture."-Lee Wolgemuth, '91.
"Annexation of Canada."-Hugh \i\f est, '91.
"Irrigation in South Dakota."-N. M. Wardell, '90.
"Napoleon" (oration) .-Chas. F . DeGroff. '91.
"Industrial T ra ining" ( oration) .-H. C. Solberg, '91.
"A Mathematical Problem'" (oration).-Nina Updyke, '90.
"The Relationship Between Organic and Ino rganic Chemistry."-F. D.
McLouth, '91.
"The Legend of the Lakes" (poem).-A. B. Crane. '9 r.
"Arctic Regions."-Al ice Robinson . '9r .
"The Growth of the Science of Botany."--Neva N ichols, '9 1.
"The Pyramids of Egypt."-Nora Updyke, '9r.
"Evolution" ( humorous oration ) .-1. D . M orri son. '9r.
"Carlyle's Heroes and Hero \Vorship.''-Birdie Keith. '9r.
"Golcl."-A. J. J ohnson, '91.
"Horticultttre."-H. C. I rish, '9r.
"Thought."-Perry Lewis. '9r.
"Babylon.''-vV. D. Bel l. '91.
"Martyrs." - -Hettie D oughty, '91.
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•
"Memory.''-W . C. Dillon, \) i.
.
"The Order of the Cncinnati."-V. B. Val leau, '91.
' 'The Egotisms of the Age ''- Homer Davis, '91.
' 'Byron and Bnrns''-Gr,mt Houston, '9 r.
''Some Literary \\',xk~r».··-Mary Frick, '91.
·'Vegetable Clothing."-- \\'. S . Bentley, '9r.
"The Futme of Sl·t1th Dakota" (oration) .- J. B. Hann, '9r .
"A Thought Coucernin~ Our GoYernment.''-I. D . A ldrich, '91.
'' \J..' hat and H ow Shall We Read ?''--Emma Keffer, '91.
! 890-:3PlU.K'G TERM .

'',\ids to Ed11cation." -- \'/. C. ,\.llan, '90.
' 'The T crmites."--John Day, \)0.
"The House \\'ith a C,,nrt. "--Mrs. Magg:c D uffey . '90.
'·James A. Garfielci. ''--Hil dus Egeberg. ·90.
"The Do\\'nfall o i th~ l{vma11 E mpire."- 0. H. Haasarnd, '90.
''The Pyrami d::, oi Egypt.' '--Liila A. Harkins, '90.
''The Study of Latin . " -C. G . Hopkins, '90.
"Difficu lties Enc01mtcr<:>d ~,y the Ynung in Oratory.' '.- l D . Morrison, '91.
''Quinine.''-F. D ..\ic Lo11t!1. ·91.
''The Pharmacy l)t'pa rtme1; t.."- f. D . . \ldri.::-h. ·9r.
"\iVomell in P ol itic<·- -c n y Roe. '9c,.
···w atches."- \\·. D. Bel l. '9 1.
' 'Franklill . tl;c 5tate,rnan. " -·-. \. H. ( ·r:rne. '91.
"History. "-Perry Lewis, '9 1.
"Ballot l{ eion n ... - H . ( . Jri , h. '<r
'·Honse Ft1rni tmr-<l I li stnri,::tl Ske1ch. "- Enmrn Keffer, '9 1.
' ' Methods of Eco;1orny ."- I Jett:,· Do11giity. '9l .
"Cho ice of a P rnfessinn." .... \\'. C. DillcHl. \ Jr.
"Bells. ' '-\,lit (y Frick. '<) 1.
''The Devclnnmc,,t "f the !itr\' s\ -..(CJ! !. " - -, \ . H. Ke:1 ::,011. '90.
"What Shall \\' c Do \\.1th the :;egr.i?" ( oration) .-H. C. Solberg-. 9 r.
"The Mission of Educated \\'u111en" (oration ) .- Jenni,e Chamberlain. '91.
'·\ Vhy ] ~tudy Gern;a11. "-- \ lice Hohi11s,m. '9r.
" T he Relatio n o f Capital l\1ni,;lm1e!1t fq Ci,·ilization .·'- Homer D aYis.
'91.
"Nationalism."-.:;. '.\ l. \\'ardell. '90.
"Holiclays.''··- Fannie Shc111110 11. '91.
"Tobacco. "---1. U. I Imm. ·91 .
"The Other \ ' ic\\'." -- :.! iunie Stoner. '90 .
"Galileo."- - .\ . f. f.ihn-;nn. 'n,
"Thl" History a;1d ·Progress c;f .\tedicinc."- Grant' H <,u ston. '9L
''The Eight ·1 l<>ur Systc111."-V H. Va lleau. 'c;. 1.
"The Bedouin . \ r:11>. " --· l .ci \ \"olge11111th. '91 .
"Benefit,; of i\fnnnpo!ie,.' '- 1 f,1gh \\"est. '9 1.
S l ' YIMER TER M.

"As to Science."-Perry Lewis. '91.
"The .-\merican Tnd ian.''-\,V. D. Bell . '9r.
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"The Science of Law."-H. C. Solberg, '91.
"Exiling as a Punishment."-A. H. Kenyon, '90.
"Money."-Nora Updyke, '91.
"The Tariff."- W. C. A llan, '90.
"Agriculture as a Force in Civilization."- Lee \Volgemuth, '91.
" Irish-Americans."-Emma Keffer, '91.
"Looking Backward."-E. W. Pyne, '90.
"The Development of Industry in the United States."-Mary Frick, '91.
"Atlantis."-A. H. Kenyon, '90.
"The Origin and Development of the Art of Printing."-Fanny Shannon, '91.
"Our Canine Friends."-John Day, '90.
"Knowledge, the Power of Man."-Hildus Egeberg, '90.
"The History of Economic Entomology in. the United States."-Hettie
Doughty, '91.
"Silk Culture."-Jennie Chamberlain, '91.
"The Quantitative Element in American Thought."-\V. C. Dillon, '9 r.
"John D ryden."-N. M. Wardell, '90.
"Actions of Poisons."-Grant Houston, '91.
"Thoughts on Ventilation."-}. B. Hann, '91.
"An Instance of the Use of \t\fater Power."-Alice Robinson, '91.
"The Study of Geology."-Farley McLouth, '9r.
1890--FALL TERM.

"Effect of Invention."-W. D . Bell, '91.
"Influence of Machinery on Our Labor System."-B. F. Stewart, '92.
"Conservatism; the Clam."-C. Q. Page, '92.
"Conservatism; the Oyster."-Homer Davis, '91.
"Improvements in Farm Machinery. "-G rant H ouston, '9r.
"Cities as Civilizing Forces."-H. C. Irish. '91.
"Industrial Heroes."-Fannie Shannon, '91.
"The F rench Revolution."-Hettie Doughty, '9 r.
"Our Forestry Problem."-H. H. West, '91.
"Providence and Extravagance."-Nora Updyke, '91.
"The Beauties of Our Prairies."-A lice Robinson, '91.
"The Cause of Dakota's Depression.' '-!. D. Aldrich , '9r.
"Mistakes in Society."-Nettie Sloan, . '91.
"Practical Forestry in South Dakota.''-]. C. Whitten, '92.
"Conservation o f E nergy.''-Perry Lewis, '91.
"The Relation of Photography to History."- ]. R. Hamlin, '92.
"Gambling.''- L. B. \iVisner, '92.
1891-SPRING TERM.1

"The Pro and Con of the Money Question.''-!. D . A ldrich, '9 T.
"Russia and the Jews."-H. H. \Vest, '91.
"Sir Walter Scott."-\V. S. Bentley, '91.
"The Indian Reservation System."-H. C. Irish, '91.
"Our State Capital and Metropolis."-Emma Keeney, '92.
"The Correlation of Forces."-Per ry Lewis, '9r.
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''The W ild Flo\\'er:; <Jt :\ehra"ka.''-Mrs. E ffie \Villiams, '92.
''Cha rles Dickens." -Ida McLouth, '92.
"Echoes.' '- :.\laggie l\ ladtlen, ·92.
" Press Reforrn."-H. L. Solberg, '9r.
·'T he Beautifu l an<l the l'sef ul.' '--Nettie Sloan, '92.
"The Uni versity of South Dako ta."-Frank Schlosser , '92.
"De,·elopment of the Religious I dca."-Kora U pdyke, '91.
'·Motives in l{c:iding."-l~:mnie Shannon, '91.
'·Mob L aw is Som<::tim..:::s Justi!iaule'' (oration) .-V. B. Valleau, '91.
"Mob Law is ~ever Jusliti,~ble'' ( oration ) .- J. C. \Vhitten, '92.
(The above orations were delivered at the same session.)
"Justice Ue fo r~ the La,, ·, ( orat;on) .-L. B. \:Visner, '9:2.
"The Aoglo-.\ mcrican Com t" ! oration) .-1:T. B. Mathews, '92 .
"Immigration and ;t5 Hestri1:t1ons· · (oration ) . -A . J. \ i\/'inegar, '92.
"The Sa nd\\'lch hland, "--\\'. D. Dell. '9r .
" T he Republic of Ch ili ."- L. E. \ \ 'ulgrmuth. '91.
SI.IM.M ER TERM.

' 'The Plumed Kni;ht" ( or:ition) .-1Iomer Davis, '9 I.
"Influence of M1gratiun Cpon ~:ttions.' '- J. R . Hamlin, '92.
''Italian Republ ic-; ,, ( Lhe Tenth Ccn tury." -Emma Keeney, '92.
"A Fi shing Excur,..inn.'·-~,'frs. Effie \Villiams, '92.
"Books as Companion,; ''-Maggie l\ladden, '92.
I t seems possible that there were 111ore rhetor icals during this last term.
The Seniors "·,ere \\'(lrk ing up their theses. hut a mtmber of the members of
the class of '92 do not appea r on this li~l. In fact the list elsewhere may be
slightly incomplete. It is given as recorded at the time.
If it sti mulates recollections wh ich may lead the old student to take a
livelier interest in hi~ alma mater and to resolve to meet his old friends yearly
at Commencement time it wi ll have paid amply for its preser vation and reproduction at this time
IRWIN D . A LDRI CH, ' 91
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How the Jack-Rabbit Came To Be
Slowly down the horizon,
Sunk the golden autumn sun ;
A nd the library clock a striking,
Showed the day was almost done.
vVhen a band of merry Juniors,
Met in thirty-five that day,
A nd whispered how they'd make them famous
In an intellectual way.
Then a tall good natured fellow,
Rose from out the Junior mass,
And add ressed his fellow students,
Of that most industrious class.
"Fellow Juniors, we· ve decided
A new stunt to introduce,
T hat we'll edit a 'Jack Rabbit,'
\Vhich we'll very soon turn loose."
Soon the news was circulated,
A nd it ceased to be a jest,
For '07's J ack Rabbit,
T ook its place among the best.
And now each year the Jun ior class,
In this agricultural school,
Point with pride to the precept.
And try to follow the rule.
And forever and fo rever
Tho others take their place,
They'll all acknowledge freely,
T hat '07 set the pace.
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